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Exterior deceiving;
Plymouth 'practical'
The Plymount School, passed by
students everyday on · their way to
classes, appears from the outside to
be a tightly secure, shuttered monu. ment. There is a plaque in front, giv-

i_n g the school's history,- .. •rl .. ,,,1T
But looks may be deceiving. What
appears to be a structure with no
prildicaLpurpose, is in reality cl wellused part of the campus, according
to Dr. · Allen Miller, associate professor of education.
Miller was chairman of the committee, composed of Phi Delta Kappa members and FHS professors,
which moved the school .to its pre.sent location. He now instructs two
classes that use the school as their
meeting place. The classes are
secondary school class and the
History of American Education.
There are practical purposes for
meeting in the schoolhouse. "Until
new Rarick is complete, the only
other place we have to meet are the
residence hall lounges," Miller said.
" Besides, the stone school has a central location, right across from the
·
library."
Ann/,l Wetzel, Tribune senior,
recently c~pleted the secondary
school class. She said, "It was different. I thought it was kind of a nice
place to have class. I think it made
everyone feel closer together."
Besides being the meeting place
for classes, Plymouth also serve,; to
gain publicity for the campus as a
historical tourist attraction.. Tours

are arranged through Miller. A pro-

ject currently underway is that of
assembling a multi-media presenta- tion that can be shown to tour
members.
Miller said, "The presentation will be constructed similar to
ones shown to area high school
students, promoting FHS. We will be
utilizing a number of projectors to
create the effect. The presentation
will cover the history of High Plains
education." Miller hopes to have the
project completed by December.
Area organizations are also invited to use the building. Miller said,
"KNEA conducts monthly meetings
there. Several women's clubs have
also used it."
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Rural stone schoolhoµse
:.b ecomes campus tribute
to educatio·n's pioneers
By JEANNE LAMBERT

If you're a native Kansas, you
needn't travel far to discover your
educational roots.
You'll find them in the century-old
Plymouth schoolhouse sheltered by
tall elms on the banks of Big Creek
just south of Sheridan Coliseum at
· Fort Hays State University.
From 1874 to the outbreak of
World War II, a succession of rural
Russell County boys and girls studied reading, writing and arithmetic
in this one-room building near
Wilson.

Plymouth School was moved
stone by stone from Russell
County to the FHSU campus.

Then for more than 30 years
Plymouth school stood abandoned in
a field on the Francis Kaufman
farm. It was discovered there in
1975 by FHSU chapter members of
Phi Delta Kappa, education honorary, in their search for a post-rock
limestone building to move to campus.
Allan Miller, professor of education, explained why the organization
wanted to reconstruct the building:
"Kansas pioneers placed a h.igh
priority on education," he said.
"One of the first things they did
after homesteading a farm and

Huys f1·,\y News, . Au9 J.. I , 11E?fJ

building a church was to build a
schoolhouse."
A $20,000 , grant from the Garvey
Foundation, Wichita, helped finance
the project, but volunteers did the
hard physical labor themselves.
· On weekends PDK members and
their families worked with farmers,
townspeople - even legislators - to
mark, transport, and reassemble
3,000 stones.
Next PDK put out a call for authentic furnishings - wooden desks,
a pot-bellie stove, textbooks and
pictures.
Western Kansans responded and
today Plymouth school stands restored, a tribute to the pioneers who
built it.
At the dedication program Sept.
1979, participants read thes.e
words by Miller in their programs :
"It is altogether appropriate that
we dedicate this stone schoolhouse
in the spirit of our pioneering ancestors to the frontiersmen of tomorrow - our children.
"May they learn that their future
is in understanding their past."

22,

Jeanne Lambert is news director of the
o ffice of University Relations.
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The Plymouth School House at Fort Hays State University was packed for the Ellis County spelling bee Saturday, where Lisa Rie
standing by the chalkboard, won by spelling "harlequin" correctly.

Kennedy eight grader w-ns county spelling bee
By LESLIE EIKLEBERRY

It took 56 words and a little more
than 25 minutes, but in the end, Lisa
Riedel was the winner of the Ellis
County spelling bee.
Lisa, 14, an eighth grader at
Kennedy Middle School, is the
daughter of Marie Degenhardt, 1903
E . 24th, and Drew Riedel, 271~ Willow.
She was one of 14 grade school
and middle school students who
competed in the spelling bee conducted Saturday morning in the
Plymouth School House at Fort
Hays State University. Fifteen students were scheduled to compete,
but only 14 showed up for the contest.
The spelling bee was sponsored by

the FHSU chapter of Phi Delta
Both Lisa and Jerry had several Kennedy until the next co
Kappa, an education honorary.
· chances to win the -competition spelling bee.
Jerry, 14, an eighth grade1
Lisa will now represent Ellis when the other misspelled a word.
County in the state spelling bee
But the competition between the Victoria Elementary, receiv
April 25 in Topeka.
two continued for several minutes second place medal. He is the s~
All 14 competitors made it until Jerry misspelled "daffodil." John and Josie Braun, Victoria.
through the first round of the com- Lisa spelled it correctly, and went
A third place medal went to
petition, but they began dropping on to clinch the county title by cor- nifer Fisher, 12, a seventh gradE
Felten Middle School. She is
out in the second round. Each con- ,rectly spelling "harlequin."
testant, up until the final two, was
In all, only 56 words from a list of daughter of Rollie and Dl
eliminated after misspelling a word. 100 words were used in the com- Fisher, 3511 Hillcrest.
When the competition was nar- petition. Contestants were asked to
After the awards were m
rowed to Lisa and Jerry Braun, spell such words as centrifuge, Leland Bartholomew, presiden
Victoria, the rules for elimination rhea, oligarchy, lascivious, mes- the Hays Rotary Club, prese
Lisa with a $50 check to help de
were changed. If a word was miss- ophyll, sinuous and rhetorical.
pelled by one contestant, the other
Lisa received a medal for winning the cost of going to Topeka for
contestant got a chance to spell it. If the competition. She will be pre- state competition.
Lisa estimated - that during
the word was spelled correctly, the sented with an engraved dictionary
second contestant was required to at Phi Delta Kappa's spring ban- last month she spent two to ti
spell a second word in order to win quet. A traveling trophy with Lisa's . hours a day studying for the s
the spelling bee.
name on it wiU be displayed at ing bee.

.
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She spelled 'hydrangea' and won bee
..,·

ByBOBBURll'CIH

A flower with a sticky name drew a
bee Saturday - a spelling bee winner,
that is.
"Hydrangea" was the 1()f)tft word and
it weeded out the final two spellers in
the tenth round. Cathy Choi, 12, 2217
Haney, spelled it correctly, then
clinched the title with "beneficial." She
topped 27 other contestants
1'presenting all corners of the county.
1 The flowering shrub tripped up Vicki
ieker, 12, 506 W. 24th. She is a seventhgrader at Kennedy Middle School.
Finishing third was Jay Wiegman, 14,
213 W. 37th, an eighth-grader at Hays
Junior High School. Another flower the amaryllis, a lily-like bulb - proved
to be his undoing.

Bee coordinator' Candy Rueb
presented the first prize - naturally, a
dictionary - to Choi, a sixth-grader at
Roosevelt School. Rueb teaches sixth
grade at Wilson School.
Choi will be going April 26 to the state
spelling finals in Topeka. The competition to determine the Kansas
champion will be in the concert hall of
the Fine Arts Center on the Washburn
University campus.
The stone schoolhouse on the Fort
Hays State University campus proved
an appropriate spot for the local
competition, sponsored by Phi Delta
9
Kappa.
· J:i'HSU professor Allan Miller
welcomed the contestants,and English
professor Dick Leeson pronounced the
words. The judges were Ralph Coder,

English professor emeritus; John
Klier, history professor; and Katherine
Rogers, 209 W. 21st.
The bee began with "indulgence,
mixture and substitution." By the late
40s, it had moved on to "tornado, tortoise, and inflammable." In the high 90s
were "bronchial, noticeable, and
amethyst." (The judges are not bound
to follow the list sequentially.)
The contestants, by school:
• Roosevelt -Janet Smith,Amy
Brooks, Melissa Hemphill, Jannelle
Lamborn, and Choi.
• Wilson - Lorrie Bieker,Rex
Oliva,Scott Bottorf,Brett Dawson,
andDavid Heil <alt.).
• Kennedy Middle -Colette Schmidt,Amy Wierman, Lisa Dinkel <alt. ),
and Bieker.

• Victoria -Rosanne Schulte,Jan
O'Brien,Leanne Rajewski, andAlan
Schulte.
• Junior High School -Sarah
Tramel, Mike Dunn, and Wiegman.
• Lincoln -Clifford Rudder,Becky
Winter,Darrel Link, andPat McGinnis
(alternate).
• Jefferson -Karen Zimmer,Terri
Staab,and Joey Jacobs <failed to appear) .
• Washington <Ellis) -Tina ArmbrusterandBrenda Weber.
• Schoenchen-Munjor-Cat heri ne
-Laurie Bieker.
'
.
• St. Joseph - Kay Gtoss.
• Washington (HaysJ- None.
• St. Mary at Ellis - None.
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Bee time Saturday
ill be
turday
ing bee.
Sponsored by P
91)8, an
honorary educati
' temity~at Fort
Hays State Unive
the competition
begins at 10
in the stone
schoolhouse on
campus.
Spelling champ
from throughout
"the county will comwte for the chance
at the state title, to le decided April 26
at Washburn University Jn Topeka.
Allan Miller, Phi Delta Kappa sponsor,
said between 20-25 school champions
are ex~ted for the'county bee.
School champions are decided at
·preliminary bees at their schools. The
competition is open to students under
16, or not past the eighth grade.
The bee will be the first to be sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa. Miller said
the fraternity ho~ to fashion the
competition after old-time spelling
contests.
"We hope to emplµls\ze the back-tothe-basics aspect of the spelling bee in
the °future," Miller said. "With that in
mind, l ·would like to think that we
would eventually sponsor a winner in
the state bee and perhaps · even a
national winner."
Pronouncer 4,1 Sat
Dick Leeson, FHSU E · h p ofessor.
Judges will be ~
er, FHSU
English professor eW.tus ; John
Klier, FHSU history ptbfessor; and
Katherine Rogers,-209 W. 21st.
Additional information is available
from the bee coordinator, Candy Rueb,
fifth grade teacher at Wilson School, at
putting on their thinking
in the annual Ellis

625-7351.

Cathy Choi, ·12 , and the dictionary she won Saturday in the Ellis County Spelling Bee.

Hill City woman donates old books
By CHICK HOWLAND

Inside the old stone schoolhouse at
Fort Hays State University are several
boxes of old textbooks, more valuable
than their dusty covers reveal.
Allan C. Miller, professor of education, has been collecting the books since
last October and hopes to have the collection completed in a month. A donation made last week by Mrs. Linda Patterson, Hill City, is worth more than
$1,000, according to Miller.
"The donation by Mrs. Linda Patterson is by far the most valuable donation
we've received," he said, referring
specifically to a set of primer to sixth
grade McGuffey Readers.
Mrs. Patterson made the donation of
more than 30 books in the memory of
her· husband, Eugene, who died in
1978.She said her husband, who began
his 40-year teaching career in a oneroom schoolhouse, had many old books
in the basement.
"He had quite a lar.ge collection," she
said in a telephone interview today.
"He loved books."

Patterson said her husband got his
bachelor's and master's degrees from
Fort Hays State, and theirtwo sons
graduated from the school.
"I felt like they (the books) were just
here and maybe somebody could get
some good out of them," she said.
Of the 30 books donated by Patterson,
Miller is especiallyexcited about the
McGuffey Readers. "They were the
most popular set of Readers and the
most influential," he said. The Readers
donated were revised editions from
1879, the originals being published in
1836.

Trying hard to think of a modern
comparison to the popular Reader,
Miller no certain answer.
"There is probably no20th century
equal to the 19th century McGuffey
Reader," he said."I think the name
'McGuffey Reader' has aesthetic, emotional appeal that makes people feel
good."
The donation by Patterson was one of
many made to the schoolhouse, Miller
said. The problem has not been one of
quantity, but of quality. "It's easy to

s

locate books but hard to locate rare
books that we really want," he said.
"We really are to the point were we
need to sift through what we've got."
The farthest that books have come ,
from is Idaho, where FHSU President
Gerald Tomanek found some BobbsMerrill readers. The always-loyal administrator carted back the books in his
fish cooler.
The search for the old school books is
funded through a grant from Phi Delta
Kappa, an education honorary society.
Miller said that after it is determined
what books still are needed the money
left over from the initial search would
go for locating or buying the rest.
"I bet you that there will be fewer
than 50 (books needed)," he said. Next
summer, Miller will begin looking for
books from the 1900 to 1925 period;
Books from 1925 to 1950 will complete
the collection.
Once placed in shelves, the books will
be used for educational research, as
well as completing the old schoolhouse
atmosphere, Miller said.

Monday evening, September 21, 1981
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Miller sorts through some of the books donated recently by the widow of Graham County educator Eugene Patterson.

Artist's conception of the new Rarick Hall classroom building scheduled for completion in the spring of 1 981 .

'

New and old
new to FHSU
The old and the·new both will be new to the Fort Hays State University in
the next few years.
.
The newest addition, although it is quite old, is the replica of a one-room,
stone schoolhouse. The finishing touches are being applied in anticipation of
dedication ceremonies Sept. 22. Festivities wiil begin at 2: 30 p.m. at the site
of the school on the university campus.
The location of Plymouth School is just south of Sheridan Coliseum and
across the street east from Forsythe Library. The dedication will climax
several years of work on the part of many people, especially the Phi Delta
Kappa Chapter and Allan Miller, associate professor of education at FHSU.
The public is invited to the ceremonies.
Dedication of the new Rarick Hall will have to wait a few years. The
classroom building is scheduled for completion in the spring of 1981. The
building, now under construction, will be located on the northeast part of the
campus next to Martin Allen Hall.
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Another Mulhern Wi11s ~All-Kansas Spelling Bee"
Cathy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ToPEKA (AP) - John Mulhern,
the youngest and last in a long line of Yong T. Choi, missed "silhouette"
spelling champion sons of Lawrence She left out the "h".
John then spelled that word corand Caroline Mulhern of Beattie, won
the All-Kansas Spelling Bee Satur- rectly, and clinched the title by spell- ;l>day.
ing "inextricable" correctly.
~
The 12-year-old seventh grader at
Dean Heyerly, 12-year-old seventh- .::.:
Marysville Junior High School cor- grader from Protection, was third. He
rectly spelled "inextricable" and went down when he misspelled "irre- !:;
"silhouette" to win the state champi- vocable."
onship and a trip to the National
Fourth was Zac Kauk, 12, a sev- ::i'
Spelling Bee May 26-31 in Washington, enth-grader from rural Hoxie. He was oq_
D.C.
bumped out of the running on the word D
Six of the seven sons of Lawrence "chenille."
Mulhern, a letter carrier, and his wife
Finishing fifth was Roy Loepp, 13, a
were county spelling champions and seventh-grader from rural Inman,
competed in the state meet. John's who missed on "litigiosity."
.
older brother, Bill, won the state title
The last champion in the Kansas
in 1976.
competition, sponsored by the Topeka
John defeated Cathy Choi, a 12- Capital-Journal, to win the national
year-old sixth-grader from Hays, for \ spelling championship was Peg
the state championship.
1McCarthy of Topeka in 1978.

'
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By JANE PIPER

Clad in calico skirts, suspenders, ruffles and
bonnets, the pupils competed in the spelling bee
for the honor of ringing the school bell for a week.
Meanwhile, their schoolmaster warned parents
of an evil new game called croquet that "led to
flirting,"
The scene was 1900, but the day was Saturday at
the dedication of Plymouth School on the Fort
Hays State University campus,
After four years of planning, and the dismantling and reconstruction of more than 3,000 stones,
the one-room school house that once stood in
eastern Russell County has been resurrected on
the Fort Hays Campus,
From the yellow pine floor to the pot belly stove,
the stone schoolhouse is identical to that erected in
1874 northwest of Wilson. Even some of Plymouth
School's former teachers, at least five of whom

were at the ceremonies Saturday, could find no
fault.
"It brought back a lot of memories," said Arthur Veverka, Wilson, who taught in Plymouth
School around 1925, and was a pupil there before
that. "When I first walked in here, it appealed to
me. It's just the same."
Saturday, the school took on an even more
authentic look as pupils from Hays' six elementary schools dressed in turn-of-the-centurr garb to
put on an old-fashioned school program.
From the recitation of "My Shadow" to a
pantomime from "The McGuffey Reader," the
pupils captured the attention of the more than 400
persons in attendance at the outdoor program.
Educa tion professor Allan Miller, who has been
the guiding force in the reconstruction of the
schoolhouse, served as master of ceremonies.
Mayor Dan Rupp proclaimed Saturday as " Alla n

, _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Sunday, September 23, 1979
4 sections, 46 pages, 1 5¢
· Our 50th year - No. 269
Hays, Ka'nsas 67601
Miller Day" in Hays.
Phi Delta Kappa, a professional education

honora ry society, has sponsored the restoration
·
project.
Although the interior of the schoolhouse is
complete down to the barrel of apples on the floor,
there is still some work left on the exterior, Miller
said. The grounds will be landscaped, and small
gardens planted in front of each of the two front
windows, he said.
· Leftover stone at the original site will be hauled
to Hays for use in the landscaping, and shutters
have yet to be installed at the windows: The
honorary society is still searching for playground
equipment to use on the grounds.
Miller hopes the schoolhouse eventually will be
open to the public on weekends. Now, however,
some university classes will meet there and some
elementary classes and local clubs can usEl.. ~he
schoolhouse if reservations are made.
According to P lymouth School's former
teachers, about the.only thing missing is the pipe
chimney on top of the stone structure. Brothers
Ma tt Hirt, Shawnee, and Louis Hirt, Lucas, and
their sister, Isabelle Fritschen,.Dorrance, taught
at Plymouth School during the 1920s and 30s.
"I never thought they'd get all those rocks
moved," said Louis, who also remembers when
the first telephone was installed in the
schoolhouse.
Former teacher Veverka, whose pupils at times
numbered up to 18, said the teacher's toughest job
in a one-room school was to prepare for all grade
levels,
" You really had to be on your toes to do it," he
said. "I always had all the arithmetic prpblems
figured out in a no, book, so if a: pupil got stumped
on one, I could refer to the book."
·
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Honorary faces red tape with scnool
By BETTY LINNEMAN
Staff Reporter
When .the pioneers decided education was a high priority and traditional
one-room schoolhouses began to dot
the landscape, they did not have to
worry about administrative difficulties.
The educational honorary Phi Delta
KiPP.a found they could not escape the
em aeluge of red tape as they conl

tinue their construction of Plymouth
School.
Problems that seemed big at the start
of the project now seem trivial. There
also seem to be a lot of them.
"The concerns of the administration
were legitimate," Dr. Alan Miller,
chairman of the committee, said.
"They needed to justify the need and
make sure they were getting invoived in
a, worthwhile project.''

A setback conquered was the need
for fire-proof shingles. The state approved cedar shingles from Wichita.
The price was three times the estimated
price for the original shingles.
"This was for the safety of the people who use the building," Miller said.
"It was a legitimate expense looking
back at it now."
The project began almost three years
ago by members of POK as a part of
the FHS 75th anniversary. A Garvey
Foundation grant of $20,000 helped to
complete the project.
The school, previously located two
and · one-half miles northeast of
Wilson, was razed for relocation in the
fall of 1977. The reconstruction has
been completed by mostly volunteer
help. POK members, college and high
school students and local citizens have
taken the buildin~ to its current stage.
A workday last week was quite successfu~ Ceiling insulation was installed, electricity is nearly complete and
sheet rock i!l' ready to be added.
·

"The workers accomp lshed quite a
bit," Miller said.
The furnishings for the $.IOne
schoolhouse are to be ahtl;~ as
possible. A pot-bellied stove
be used for heat, and slate boards and chalk
trays from Rarick Hall and an oldfashioned teacher's desk will enhance
the interior.
Also being erected is Plymouth's
original flagpole. ·· "A couple of
students are working on it ~nd getting
it ready," Miller said.
The project will be a us,:jul addition
as well as a museum pie
,The oneroom building will hold classes such as
history of American education,
workshops and other special classes.
Unxpected costs have created the
need to cut some modern comforts.
"Because of a 15 percent increase in
mate~ials, we have had to cut back.
The main item cut was air conditioni~g," Miller said.
The committee has -se·t Sc,pt. 22 as the
dedication date for the stone
schoolhouse.

wPf

School shaping up
Mike Gnad and Francis Fisher finish placing the first few rows of stone Tuesday on the old school house being reconstructed on ttie Fort Hays State University campus. It will take two to three weeks to complete the school,
which was moved from a site near Russell .

\Photo tJV em Youmans>

Those hard to get places...

Tuesdav afternoon during the POK sponsored work /.picnic. food>alld

Phi Delta Kappa member James stansburv. associate professor of
education, helped paint and work on the old stone schOolhouse 1ast

comeraderle were in abundance, but a ke9 of beer tor the woll(e~
added incentive and helped attendance.

Friday morning, February 9, 1979
Volume 71 No. 35
Fort Hays State University
Hays, Kansas 67601

Newest old addition

Plymouth School. to return
By KAREN BUSH
Copy Editor
and BETTY LINNEMAN
Staff Reporter .
The interior is dark, lit by the dim flame of kerosene lamps.
The pot-bellied stove in the corner adds a cheery glow and
keeps away the mid-winter chill .
The metal desks with hard wooden seats are anchored to
the floor in straight rows, and the ink wells are filled and
ready for use.
The slate boards are clean, but chalk is nearby, ready for
use by students' hands.
lhe teacher's bell sits on the front desk, as in the days of
Laura Ingalls Wilder, to call the students into class .
H'owever, this schoolhouse sits not on the banks of Plum
C~k, but across the street from Forsyth Library, on the
ballks of Big Creek.
It will not house the children of Walnut Grove, but college
students of Fort Hays State.
the project began almost three years ago by members of
i>hi Delta Kappa as a commemoration of the 75th anniversary
, of FHS. A grant for $20,000 was given by the Garvey Foun, elation of Wichita to complete the project.
The Plymouth School, previously located two and one-half
miles northwest of Wilson in Russell County, was razed in
preparation for relocation in fall 1977 . Work crews of 15 to
20 persons, including Phi Delta Kappa members, professors
from FHS and area farmers, found the job relatively simple.
Much of the mortar had been reduced to powder and stones
were easily removed. These were then numbered and now sit
ready for rebuilding.

A foundation for the 28 by 24 foot building has been laid,
but further construction is bejng delayed due to snow.
"I'm hopeful it will be completed and dedicated before 1his
summer," Dr. Alan Miller, chairman of the committeei said.
said.
Furnishings for the schoolhouse are partially fron:i the
original building while others are being donated.
A pot-bellied stove will add heat as well as authenticity to
the structure.
"It was used in 'Paper Moon' and is similar to the original
one," Miller said .
Slate boards and chalk trays were preserved from Rarick
Hall and will be used to complete the one-room atmosphere.
The small stone building will be available as more than a
museum piece. One planned program, Miller said, is the
multi-media presentation of the history of the schoolhouse.
"I also plan to run my History of American Education
classes there, as well as other special classes and workshops,"
Miller said.
·
Ali hough the grant will cover a majority of the cost, Miller
said inflation has added expenses.
"If these are not met through personal donation, we'll have
to cut some items," Miller said.
.,
Reconstruction will occur via both hired and volunteer
workers, Miller said. Phi Delta Kappa members and local
high school and college student will donate their time, he said.
When reconstruction is completed, another . one-room
schoolhouse will be resting on the plains of Kansas. But
remoyed from surrounding cornfields and Olsen's General
Store, the school will now sit silent and austre among towering structures of modern education.

Plymouth rock
workers begin carefully dissembling the old
Plymouth Schoolhouse. The schoolhouse will
b€come the newest old additlon to the Fort

Hays state campus. Both hired employees and
volunteers will help in the reconstruction .

Newest old addition

Plymouth School to return
By KAREN BlJSH
Copy Editor
and BETTV LINNEMAN
Staff Reporter .
The interior is dark, lit by the dim flame of kerosene lamps .
The pot-bellied stove in the corner adds a cheery glow and
keeps away the mid-winter chill.
The metal desks with hard wooden seats are anchored to
the floor in straight rows, and the ink wells are filled and
ready for use.
The slate boards are clean, but chalk is nearby, ready for
use by students' hands.
The teacher's bell sits on the front desk, as in the days of
Laura Ingalls Wilder, to call the students into class.
However, this schoolhouse sits not on the banks of Plum
Creek, but across the street from Forsyth Library, on the
banks of Big Creek.
It will not house 1he children of Walnut Grove, but co llege
students of Fort Hays State.
The project began almost three years ago by members of
f>hi Delta Kappa as a commemoration of the 75th anniversary
of FHS. A grant for $20,000 was given by the Garvey Foundation of Wichita to complete the project.
The Plymouth School, previously located two and one-half
miles northwest of Wilson in Russell County, was razed in
preparation for relocation in fall 1977. Work crews of 15 to
20 persons, including Phi Delta Kappa members, professors
from FHS and area farmers, found the job relatively simple.
Much of the mortar had been reduced to powder and stones
were easily removed. These were then numbered and now sit
ready for rebuilding .

A foundation for the 28 by 24 fom building has been laid,
but further construction is being delayed due to snow.
"I'm hopeful it will be completed and dedicated before this
summer," Dr. Alan Miller, chairman of the committee, said.
said.
Furnishings for the schoolhouse are partially from the
original building while others are being donated.
A pot-bellied stove will acid heat as well as authenticity to
the structure.
"It was used in 'Paper Moon' and is similar to the original
one," Miller said.
Slate boards and chalk trays were preserved from Rarick
Hall and will be used to complete the one-room atmosphere.
The small stone building will be available as more than a
museum piece. One planned program, Miller said, is the
multi-media presentation of the history of the schoolhouse.
"I also ,plan to run my History of American Education
classes there, as well as other special classes and workshops,"
Miller said.
Although the grant will cover a majority of the cost, Miller
said inflation has added expenses .
"If these are not met through personal donation, we'll have
to cut some items," Miller said.
Reconstruction will occur via both hired and volunteer
workers, Miller saiq. Phi Delta Kappa members and local
high school and college student will cl:mate their time, he said.
When reconstruction is completed, another one-room
schoolhouse will be resting on the plains of Kansas. But
removed from surrounding cornfields and Olsen's General
Store, the school will now sit silent and austre among towering structures of modern education.
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Plymouth rock
workers begin carefully dissembling the old
Plymouth Schoolhouse. The schoolhouse will
become the newest old addit!on to the Fort

Hays State campus. Both hired employees an
volunteers will help in the reconstru ction.

Fort Hays State
to
.
raise $1~ million
Citing university financial needs not
met by the state, Fort Hays State
President Gerald Tomanek Friday
launched a campaign . to raise $12
million.
Dubbed the "Enri,.chment Campaign," the drive seeks funds for
, projects · ranging from endowed
professorships to the construction of a
campus campanile.
"We felt that it was time we entered
such a program," said Tomanek, who
Friday afternoon unveiled the campaign to board members of the FHS
Endowment Association.
Weir Pierson, McPherson, president
of the Endowment Association, pledged
his association's support for the fund
drive.
"We have certain necessities,"
Tomanek said, " the state of Kansas
simply cannot provide for, so we have
to have private funds to carry out our
plans, hopes and dreams."
The campaign is vital to the future of
the university, said the university's
president for the past three years.
The $12 million1 goal includes an
unrestricted $500,000 that could allow
the university to take advantage of
special opportunities.
The budget also includes $1.5 million
for additional scholarships and

graduate assistantships and $250,000
used to improve the faculty.
Also sought is $500,000 for endowed
professorships ; $1 million for endowed
student scholarships; $1.5 million for
endowed departmental programs; and
$250,000.for an endowed library fund.
In 'addition, the university seeks
$150,000 for the campanile; $200,000 for
the planetariuJll; $3.5 million for the
museum ; $2.5 million for a performing
arts center; $25,000 for the construction
of a stone schoolhouse; $100,000 for
improvemepts at the university farm ;
and $25,000 for campus beautification.
In outlining the wish list, ·Tomanek
described the university's responsibility as two-fold: "Ensuring tha,t the
strengths of our national heritage are
not lost and the preparing of our
students for meaningful lives."
Tomanek said although no timetable
has been established, he expects the
fund-raising will take 8-10 years to
complete.
Not only will Fort Hays State alumni
be asked to contribute, but they'll be
asked to generate additional donations
from throughout western Kansas. '
Tomanek anticipates· than most
donors will earmark their money for. a
particular use. Donations not ear- ·
marked, he said, will be channelled into
the unrestricted fund.
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John Maska, Hays, smooths cement as he prepares the foundation for the old stone school house to be rebuilt
·
across from Forsyth Library on the Fort Hays State Unh(ersity campus.
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Build School r~Plica
HAYS ' (HNS) - Ohe stone 'at a
time, a new building is rising on the
Fort Hays State University campus,
but as the courses near the eaves, it
becomes obvious the building doesn't
look like it's supposed to·. ·
Since the weather warmed. masons, carpenters and roofers have
stone-by-stone been turning a precast concrete shell east of Forsyth Library into what is said to be a replica
of Russell County's one-room
Plymouth School.
Although the stones have been relaid only half way up, a cclmparison of
the new building with photos of the
old reveal a striking difference between the two.
The relocation and reconstructin of
the ancient building is a project of the
FHSU chapter of the professional
education honorary society, Phi Delta
Kappa. It was begun as a combination
Bicentennial - FHSU 75th Anniversary. project.
Education professor Allan Miller
suggested the p_roject and has managed it from th~ begirin~g.' 'l'he·idea.
was laughed -~r at firs~ · Mnl~ said, .
but $oon eauglft" on and the' selrch for
a suftaQle school began. . .1 ''
·..
Pitihouth S«chool, theft: ~Jiw·e st of
Wilso\i, was chbsen, and 1l1 itle fall of
197f~a'cirew of'Fort HaJ~1~taters and
volunteers tore it down. Their plan
was simple: Save only ta~-out~r )ayer
of ·stone, number eacru·one so they
could be replaced in the ,proper arrangement, then move .them on cam.
pus for reassembly.. . , :
It didn't rurn out to be that simple.
"We've been through hell and high
water to get this thing g\ing." Miller
said.
··· '
Early in the game, the schoolmovers encountered resistance by the
FHSU administration. Miller said several officials told him· the project
wasn't feasible.
"Once they got it in their head it
really could be done," he said, "they
decided to go along."
But before the building could go
up on campus, there were problems
getting approval of the project by
state architects in Topeka.

There was a big debat~ over where
to put the building, Miller said, which
took about a year before the requested site was approved.
Although some took the institutional resistance and bottlenecks
in stride, Miller said, "if I had been
too patient we wouldn'.t h~'ve had a
stone schoolhouse."
The year's delay ended plans to
rebuild the outer layer of rock from
the school in the exact arrangement
of the original structure. As the stone
remained piled and awaiting t.fte move
to campus, weather erased the charcoal markings used to locate each
stone's position.
The National Park Service suggested the charcoal, Miller said, and
when it began . to fade, indelible ink
was tried, also unsuccessfully.
As a last resort, the pallets of stone
were marked to indicate the approximate location of each pile in the original structure. Now,, .instead of an
exact duplicate of Plymouth School,
FHSU will sport a new building made
from the old school's stone.
Miller said the stones are being laid
as near to their original J)f)sition as
they can. They are going back to the
same sides they originally were on
and to the same approximate height.

One-day workshop on 1q 7'thistoric projects is Nov. 18
A one-day.workshop on developing good
historic preservation projects is scheduled
for Saturday, November 18, 1978, at the
~ansa~ State Historical Society in Topeka.,
Sessions 'focusing on now to analyze the
n~s of historic buildings and to develop
logical programs of renovation will be
conducted by Historic Preservation
Department staff. Emphasis will be given
to historic renovation projects that effectively meet financial constraints and
fulfill facility requirements while meeting
official historic venovation standards and
utilizing desirable preservation
technologies.
The workshop will be of special benefit
to owne~s of National Register properties

and their architects who are considering
making application for the mat~hing
gra .· ·.
m...administe~ b
the Historic Preservation Department.
Accor mg to the Kansas Historic Sites
Board of Review, attendance at the
workshop will be a factor in consideration
of grant allocations for the next fiscal
·
year.
With its emphasis on official historic
renovation standards, the workshop will
also benefit persons developing historic
preservation projects for which tax
benefits are sought under Section 2124 of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Historic
Preservation Department staff believe
however, that anyone wishing to learn ho~
to plan a high quality historic
rehabilitation or restoration project" will
find the sessions of vaulable assistance.
Information on survey techniques and
strategies will also be presented at the
workshop for the benefit of represen tatives of municipalities, planning commissions or other interested groups that
are int,erested in applying for survey
grants or in performing their own historic ,
resource surveys.

will

The workshop is free of charge and
last from 9:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m . Sessions
will be held in the Historical Society's
- Memorial Building, 120 West Tenth Street
Topeka. Lunch on own.
'

-

New Uses for Old Buildings

The firefighter gargoyles that since 1910
have adorned Fire Station No. 9 in Kansas .
City no longer look down on firemen and
fire trucks. The old station is now the home
of the Prescott Neighborhood Community
Center. Community Development funds
were used to finance the station's conversion into the needed community center
facility. The city believed the old building
deserved to be saved and reused because
while it was no longer suitable for use as a
fire station, it was still an important and

___

rinses or carefully tested chemical
,..,..~__ . ,
washes.
Tuckpointing an old masonry buildinJ
. O~her commu~ities in Kansas are also with Portland ~ement mortars can als
fmdmg that cherished old buildings which cause considerable damage due to the
h~ve. fall~n into di~~se can be given new great strength of this type of mortar.,
v1tahty m surprismg ways. The old Usually Portland mortars are far stronger
Arkansas City High School, a prominent than the building material itself. It is·
local landmark listed in the National therefore less likely to expand and conRegister of Historic Places, is to be the tr~ct with chan~es in temperature the way
new Fine Arts Center of Cowley County bnck or stone will do. As the brick or stone
Community College. In Abilene, the old shifts it pushes and pulls against and from
Belle Springs Creamery has been the mortar, resulting in spalling and
remodelled into offices, shops and cracks at the joints. In addition, the
warehousing. The old Public Library in 1
Parsons, also a National Register Portland cement mortar is often dark gray
property, now houses the city's Com- in color, which can adversely affect the
munity Development Office in the appearance_ ?f the building, especially
basement and a children's theater in the smce the origmal mortar in old buildings is
usually of a different color. To avoid these
former reading room .
.
; problems, tuckpointing should employ
. L?ca~ governments, businessmen and .m,o~ els1~tjc ljme mortars. such as those
m~bt~bons are often led to renvate old commonly used in the past.
. .
.
bmldmgs because of the cost-benefits (
associated with rehabilitation work. A
Apphcat1ons of waterproof coatings to
rehabilitaton project can cost up to half ofth
. e masonry wa_ll often do great harm . T~e
a comparable new construction project usual problem is th_at . they seal water m
and thera are now tax advantages and fail to let t~e bmldmg breath~ the way
available for owners of depriciable
it should. Ironically, these coatings can
historic properties who substantially i cause rather than solve water problems.
·
· ·
-- ·
rehabilitate them. Renovation can also
provide high quality and unusual office
and commerical facilities that attract
consumers. Interest in retaining the
distinctive look and feeling that has taken
a community decades to develop is also a
significant factor.
attractive feature
vironment.

of the

local

en-

y ~ ·.-i.

Triple Threat to Old Masonry Buildings

Owners of old, possibly historic,
masonry buildings who contract to have
theJ? cleaned or tuckpointed may be
paymg for work that will damage rather
than improve the condition and appearance of their properties. Sandblasting
and tuckpointing with a Portland cement
mortar in particular are commonly employed treatments that can spell serious
..tm1,1ble for an old brick or stone building.
Add to these the applicaton of a waterproof
coating to wall surfaces, and the building
faces a triple threat to its future wellbein~.
Sandblasting a masonry wall as a
cleanin~ measure or to remove paint will
result m the destruction of masonry
surfaces. For brick and soft stone surfaces
especi~lly, the outermost layer of the
material protects the softer inner layers
Sandblasting the brick or stone strips it of
this protection and makes the wall much
more vulnerable to weathering than it was
before cleaning took place. Sandblasted
surfaces also present a balder, often
pockmarked or pitted appearance.
Cleaning can usually be accomplished
more safely by employing weak detergent

....,"'
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Schoolhouse reconstruction
might come later in year
Work may begin later this year on the
reconstruction of an historic rock
schoolhouse on the Fort Hays State
University campus . .
The project, a dream of universit~
officials for years, involves moving the
103-year-old Plymouth School from a
rural site near Wilson to the campus,
where it will serve as a link to western
Kansas history and as a meeting place
for a variety of groups, including
university classes.
One of the project's bigger hurdles,
the need for $25,000, has been cleared
with the help of a $20,000 donation from
the Garvey Foundation, Wichita.
Clifford Allison of the Garvey
Foundation office described the stone
schoolhouse project as unique. Not only
will it help preserve the Sunflower
State's history, he said, but FHS plans
to make full use of the building as a
1
meeting site.

OCTOBER 24, 1978

•

"When you can bring a piece of living
history onto a campus likE/ this it's a
very worthwhile thing,'' he said.
And, he added, the Garvey trustees
were equally impressed with the
volunteer labor that already has
launched the project. Volunteers
months ago tore down the school,
.carefully numbering each stone so they
can be relaid in exact fashion.
The crated limestone still is at the
rural site near Wilson Reservoir· it'll
be trucked to Hays when the ' new
foundation is poured.
The Garvey Foundation, formed
nearly three decades ago, makes gifts
to general charitable purposes, though
many of them are educational in
nature. Its president is Olive Garvey,
widow of R. H. Garvey, who built a
fortune in western Kansas grain
dealing, farmland and investments.
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Gift to restore Plymouth Sch9ol
A $20,000 gift has made possible the reconstruction of a 103-year-old limestone
school on the campus of Fort Hays State University.
The gift, from the Garvey Foundation, Wichita, was announced Tuesd~y. Combined with other donations totaling more tlian $4,000, the $25,000 project nearly is
financed.
The Plymouth School, which stood for more than a century near Wilson,· was
disassembled by volunteers months ago. It will be rebuilt on the campus and used as
a meeting place for a variety of groups.
"We're going to move as rapidly as we can," said Allan Miller of the reconstruction. Miller, an associate professor of education, has been a leader in the Phi
Delta Kappa-sponsored drive to restore the school.
"We will attempt to restore the structure as nearly as possible to its original looks.
and furnishings," he said.
The Garvey donation especially pleases FHSU President Gerald W. Tomanek,
who earlier this month launched a campaign to raise $12 million for the university.
Included in the campaign budget was $25,000 for the restoration of the old school.
"The reconstruction of the limestone schoolhouse is one of the projects in our
campaign and we are happy that we will soon see the finished product," he said.

November 10, 1978 UNIVERSITY LEADEJI

Schoolhouse may be built by May
By MARK TALLMAN
Senior Staff Writer
A one-room stone schoolhouse may
be . constructed on campus before the
end of the school year with a $20,000
grant from the Garvey Foundation.
The building will be reconstructed in
area between Big Creek and College
Drive east of Forsythe Library. It will
serve as a museum of frontier education, a classroom for students of
history and a meeting place for other
groups.
Dr. Allan Miller, associate professor

of education, said, the Pi Delta Kappa
organization has been working on the
project of reconstructing the Plymouth
School on campus for several years.
The group dismantled the building
last fall, numbered the stones to allow
for reconstruction _ and left the parts
on the Russell County farm where the
school had stood for 103 years.
Several months ago , the group applied for a grant from the Garvey
Foundation , a non-profit Kansas
organization .
When President Gerald Tomanek

announced plans of the $12 million
Enrichment Campaign, funds for
reconstruction were earmarked.
That goal was reached when the
Garvey check arrived two weeks ago.
Miller hopes construction of a foundation can begin within a month and be
completed by May.
Miller said the school is an example
of educational facilities in the Old
West. When it was built, the town of
Wilson was at the end of the railroad
line and the edge of the frontier .
The Germans from Pennsylvania

that settled the area often built aschool
before a church because of the importance they placed on education.
Children from first to eighth grades
studied in the same room under the
same teacher.
When the old school is rebuilt on
campus, it will be equipped with period .
furnishings and teaching aids.
·
Miller said the c.building
l be
available for ·. meetings of .
societies and community service
groups, as well as serving as a1earning
center for history classes.

FHS gets grant for restoration
HAYS (HNS) - A $20,000 gift has
made possibl~ the reconstruction of a
103-year-old limestone school on the
campus of Fort Hays State University.
The gift, from the Garvey Foundation, Wichita, was announced
Tuesday. Combined with other donations totaling more than $4,000, the
$25,000 project nearly is financed .
The Plymouth School, which stood
for more than a century near Wilson,
was disassembled by volunteers
months ago.: it will be rebuilt on the
campus and used as a meeting place
for a variety of groups.
"We're going to move as rapidly as
we can," said Allan Miller of the reonstruction., Miller, an associate pro-

fessor education, has been a leader in
the Phi Delta Kappa-sponsored drive
to restore the school.
"We will attempt to restore the
structure as nea,rly as possible to its
original looks and furnishings," he
said.
FHSU President Gerald W. Tomanek, earlier this month launched a
campaign to raise $12 million for the
university. Included in the .campaign
budget was $25,000 for the restoration of the old school.
"The reconstruction of the limestone schoolhouse is one of the projects in our campaign and wij are
happy that we will soon see the finished product," he said.
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FORMER PLYMOUTH · School,
northeast of Dorrance, has been
razed, with stones numbered and
marked for the move to the Fort Hays
State University campus. A $20,000
grant from the Garvey Foundation,
announced today, wi II speed the

.,
ti)

project, which has been hampered by
a lack of money, despite donations of
time and money from many friends of
the project. The native stone school
will be a museum dedicated to the
Western Kans s educational frontier.
(Staff Photo)

Grant Made for Schoolhouse Reconstruction
HAYS - An additional step on
the road to dream come true for
persons concerned with the preserving of the history of education, in the form of reconstructing
a stone, one-room schoolhouse on
the Fort Hays State University
campus, became reality today
when a $20,000 check from the
Garvey Foundation was received
by university officials.
Dr. Allan R. Miller, associate
professor of education and leader
of the FHSU Phi Delta Kappa
organization determined to re-

tain a bit of history, said that the
check will be added to the amount
already donated toward the Pl'.Oject's completion. "We're tremendously excited," Miller said.
"We're going to move as rapidly
as we can in reconstructing the
old Plymouth School which stood
near Wilson for more than 103
years."
Fort Hays State University
President Gerald W. Tomanek
views the gift as "The end of a
drive for private funds for an
exti·i;mely desirable project and
the first of many plateaus to be
reached in our recently announced $12 million enrichment campaign for the university. The
reconstruction of the limestone
schoolhouse is one of the projects
.i.A...our c.-:unp2.Ign and we art
happy that we will soon see the
finished produ~t. A lot of credit
goes to many people for their

tJ

work with the schoolhouse, par- -i
ticularly Dr. Miller, who worked C:
harder than all of us. I would also ~
like to thank all those who so O
graciously donated time or l>
money to the project.''.
-<
0
Miller said when the school- n
house is reconstructed it will -i ~
serve primarily as a museum
depicting the early western Kan- m
sas educational frontier. "We will ;:a
attempt to restore the structure ~ &......l
as nearly as possible to its
,.....
original looks and furnishings, " ~ l
Miller said. "The schoolhouse ~ ,
will be open to all honorary
societies on campus, and community service groups, and will
be a learning center for students
fr, . kindergarten to graduate o
:.c . L However, the school'.i;
greatest use will probably be to ;:;·
constantly remind us all of our ~
basic educational roots."
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Funding hampers spring date
for completion of schoolhouse
The 104-year-old Plymouth
Schoolhouse in Russell County is now
resting on forklift pallets, piece by
numbered piece, awaiting its
transference to Hays this spring.
Just when the native limestone
schoolhouse will be rebuilt on the Fort
Hays State University campus remains
somewhat in doubt, however. The
original timetable for reconstruction of
the school on the south lawn across
from the tennis courts calls for work to
begin early this spring.
Funding of the reconstruction effort
has become somewhat of a problem,
according to Dr. Allan Miller. Miller,
associate professor of education at
FHS and chairman of the PDK and
campus schoolhouse relocation committee, completed an application in
February for a second $2,500 grant
from national PDK to help keep the
project rolling. National PDK approv·ed the first gra~t twc years ago.
Since the original grant money
became available in 1976, Plymouth
School in Russell County was selected
for relocation after an extensive screen-·
ing process involving 32 stone
schoolhouses which had been offered
to the university.
Last fall, several PDK workdays saw
the old limestone school between Dorrance and Wilson razed. First the floor
and roof were taken off and then the
stones where taken apart and put on
pallets, section by section. A numbering system had been developed before
the stones where removed so that the
"new" schoolhouse, when rebuilt on
the FHS campus, would resemble the
former one as closely as possible.
Several antique furnishings for the
relocated school have been donated
and are in storage in Miller's garage
In March, Miller plans to pick-up a

pot-bellied stove similar to the original
one used in Plymouth.
Dave Van Doren, Hays contractor,
has volunteered to transport stoneladen pallets to Fort Hays State when
construction is ready to begin. Just
when contruction is ready to begin is
somewhat in question, though.
Miller has estimated that the project
needs "over $20,000" more in funding
committed to continue the project on
schedule. Ron Pflughoft, executive
assistant to the president at FHS, and
staff members from the FHS Endowment Association are working on addi-

z ·a+-e. r e..otn

tionai funding for the project. Mflier
also said several foundations had been
contacted to see if they might be interested in helping fund the project.
"I'm optimistic that funding will be
found quickly and that the
schoolhouse will be rebuilt soon,"
Miller said. "Several promising leads
are being followed and we should
know something soon," he concluded.
With a little luck, and a lot of
money, the 104-year-old Russell County Plymouth School will resurface at
Fort Hays State University this spring.
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+Check Rings
School Bell
An additional step on the road to a
dream come true for persons concerned with the preserving of the history of
education, in the form of reconstructing a stone, one-room schoolhouse on
the Fort Hays State University campus,
became reality this week when a
$20,000 check from the Garvey Foundation was received by University of~
ficials.
Dr. Allan R. Miller, associate professor of education and leader of the
FHSU Phi Delta Kappa organization
determined to retain a bit of history,
said that the check will be added to the
amount already donated toward the
project's completion. "We're tremendously excited," Miller said. "We're
going to move as rapidly as we can in
reconstructing the old Plymouth
School which stood near Wilson for
more than 103 years."

ws F
Schoolhouse ·chatm
.The one-room schoolhouse the past, but as an educational
bastion of education in the era aid for children and adults
of pioneers, will continue to alike.
•
pla{at least a small part in
The building was selected
education in Western Kansas. by the fraternity from among
Plymouth School, for 103 32 post rock limestone schools
years a landmark near after a study of the history of
Wilson, will find a new home each. Loretta Hirt Doubrava,
,on the Fort Hays State who attended the school and
campus this year, where has lived within site of it all
university officials expect it to her life, submitted Plymouth
play a role in both education as a possibility during the
and history.
search.
Constructed from native
Mrs. Doubrava and her
limestone blocks in 1874-75 by husband, Vic, didn't let their
German-Dutch -settlers near interest wane after the school
Wilson, it served into the was chosen.
1930s. It was donated to the
When volunteers began
university by its present tearing down the school last
owners, Mr. and Mrs. Francis · fall, the Doubravas were on
Kaufman.
the scene every workday, ·
Phi
Delta
Kappa, donating not only time and
professional
education labor but machinery and
fra te'rnity, undertook "good advice," Miller said. He
relocation and restoration of labels Mrs. Doubrava as "the
the building as a project in real spirt of Plymou.t.h $chool.
1977. Volunteers under the She's part of the reason we
leadership of Alan Miller, chose this school."
associate
professor of
College officials are
education, dismantled the studying ways to fund
school a single stone at a time. reconstruction and eq'1f.pping
Each stone was marked in a of the building, estimated at
simple number-and-letter $22,225. When completed just
sequence to aid in recon- south of the university tennis
struction.
courts, "it will look just like it
The schoolh~ will serve did 100 years ago," Miller
as a direct liµk_ ,-,,th the past, says.
Miller says, ."~use FHS
I may look ~t way, but it
originated as a.· teacher- should have the ~ i t of 100
education school.' Further, lie . ykfs of ~ ~,;,Within it.
believes, it will serve not only Plans call f o r ~ ooncrete
as a monument-museum to interior · -walls Uk simulate

plaster walls of bygone d4ys,
and heating and air conditioning.
·
To help make the ~ding
an education tool, backers
foresee an automatic mum.
media program, activat.ect at
the push of a button W
visitors, and historically
accurate furnishings 'and
museum artifacts.
Miller plans to teach some
classes in the building and
expects it to become a
historical attraction for~
visitors and grJ&de seboof
tours.
Education at Fort Hays
State has progressed from a
branch of the sta~ .nqnnal
school at Empori»; to a
university in its own. 'But
progress still leaves room 'for
the one-room school.

Fund-raising wizardry
key to schoolhouse move
.

By JIM COOK

Getting a new building at Fort Hays
University is a lot like having a tooth pulled_the decision is put off as long as possible, and
it doesn't come cheap.
·
The university's proposed 1979 budget includes fun¢; toward two new structures, with
$3 million going for a new classroom building
and another half-million dollars for planning
a nurse education building.
Construction of the classroom building
should begin this year; the nurse education.
building is still somewhere off in the future.
If a handful of school officials and supporters have their way, though, 1978 will see
construction of a third building 01,1 campus as
well.
I
The third structure differs greatly from the
first two. It's very small, it's old, and it won't

. .

come from tax dollars. And, it's incredibly
inexpensive by comparison.
Money is the only hitch in finishing a twoyear projectito move a 103-year-old limestone
schoolhouse from near Wilson 'to the Fort
Hays State campus.
Allan Miller, associate professor of
education, heads the project of Phi Delta
Kappa, a teacher's honorary society.
Plymouth School has been dismantled one
limestone block at a time by volunteers, and
is ready to be transported to its new location
just east of the campus tennis courts.
,
The thousands of pounds of stone will be
moved to campus at no cost by Hays contractor Dave Van Doren, and restored to its
original appearance.
Miller estimates reconstruction, furnishing
and equiping the building for educational and
historical purposes will cost about $22,225.
Officials are studying ways to fund the
project.
Ron Pflughoft, assistant to the university
president, said several avenues are open to
meet the cost, but no decision has been made.
Miller's proposed budget for completing the
project calls for $3,500 in building materials
and lumber-; $11,~ for labor; $1,640 for
heating a~d air ~tioning ; $3,000 for an
automatic multi-media program ouUining the
history of the sclu,ol and similar El4.uca tional
facilities :b,f 100 years ago; and '$),500 for
museum artifacts an~ exhibition equipment.
When completed, the building will be a
monument to Ka~s 'education, a museum,
and an educational tool, Miller says. It will be
available for use by all campus honorary
societies,
·ce clubs and grade school
tours.
.
"I foresee ~eatumed teachers presening
lessons in 'readin', 'wirtin' and 'rithmatic' for
grade schoolers?'· Miller said. "And I plan to
use it as a classroom, too. I can't imagine a
better place to teach history of education.''
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Stone schoolhouse .plans near
completion
by NADINE FOUNTAIN

Com,nittee e b
are continuing
their search for a ifacts and museum
pieces to equip the schoolhouse

Copy Editor

Plans .for the restoration of the
Plyrilouth Schop} are being completed
by the Stone Schoolhouse Committee.
The stdiie sciioofiiouse project was
bi 'gun alttt,ost two years . ago byl
members ')f~ J Phi Delta . Kappa,
according_,i!~ 1- Dr. Allan Miller,
asslX:iate lffl.Jtl!~sor of education and
chairman of the committee. The idea
was conceived as members searched
for' projects to commemorate the 75th
annfversary of Fort Hays State.
$ince the formation of the com.mi~
tee, members have been active in the
selection of the school, plans for razing
it and the search for items to furnish it.
. The Plymouth School, pre+t~usly
located two and one~he:lf . 1 mi1esnorthwest of Wilson in easten\' Itussell
County, was razed in prepatatioft for
relocation this fall during a series ~
four•ortdays. Work crews offronf1S
fo 20 ·persons including Phi Deltl
Kappa members, professors from FHS
an;d~ area .farmers found , the job
su41ri~ingly free .of problems.. In fact,
Mill~l'. .said that as the stones were
disassembled, workers found much of
the mortar had been reduced to
pqwder form and wa-easny removed.
The stones were marked according
to a diagram for reassembly and then
placed on wooden pallets at theoriginal site. They will be shipped to
Hays when. the new foundation and
side braces are finished at the chosen
si~!...
The permanent location chosen for
the stone schoolhouse is the previous
site of the old white . gymnasium
between Forsyth Library . and Custer
HW! en the banks- of Big Creek. Plans
are being considered for building a
playground and picnicking area near
the site.

authentically with desks and furnishings of the era. Miller is hopeful that
some old slate board and chalk trays
from old Rarick Hall may be preserved
and used in the schoolhouse. An
advertising campaign may be necessary to locate cert&\11 items before
completion of the buildin~.
Several granf proposals for funding
of the project are beitjg considered at
this tinte bj the committee. Architectural plans have been designed for
the building reconstruction·.· It is
believed that the project will cost
approximately $23,000. Miller said,
"We'll be ready to go in the spring to
start buildinR back up." He added that
1they are hopi":& the p,oje - Will ,be
I finished by fall.
After the completion of the building,
the schoolhouse commitRe anticipates
various progtiams to manu· •' tnON
meaningful. Om such pft>gtalll is the
Iautomated
itntitifltledia program consisang of a 'l!erorded story of the
histbry of the; old stone schoolhouse.
I

Anoth~r pla,nned activity for the
buil<ling. is a livLng history program
consisting of gemonstrationi,,depicting
1an old schoql atmosphere to student
groups with school lessons acted out
by a schoolmaster.
Miller believes· that .the overall
1r~ponse _by people-in the ·atea:..is one
of approval. calling it a •'worthy
project.''

He feels that the permln-nc of the
University "insures the prop maintenance of the program ." Miller's
hope is that the old stone schoolhouse
on the f'.HS campus will help students
to· ~emerhber .ihe true purpose for
which FHS was founded. After
farming families came to the area,
schools wttr~ . formed, necessitating
teacher, t ~ g · at the state normal
school. , H~ hopes that this direct
correlation between one-room schools
and FHS will help ''to pridge that
· piece ot history. ··
I

~1,1ys D.1\y
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APPEARANCES CAN be deceiving. Plymouth schoaJ, , qgar

. When Fort Hays Staters and Dorrance and Wilson area

Wilson looks as though its earthly time is through, but t ·1Q~
year-old one-room building is.actually getting a new lease n life.

residents finish their job next fall, the school will have a new
home on the FHS campus.

' pirit' spurring scbc)ol's •
a vage
By JIM COOK

loader every workday, and even gets his~
neighbors to help. His wit and ph~phical . .
Wl~ON-Only the south wall of the littJ . nature are a plus on the worksit,e, Miller ·
said.
.
,tone schoolhouse remains. But as the 26-bfother Dorrance-area people are jlso in- ' ·
,ot limestone building gradually fades
terested in the project. Hardware store owner . ·
f
the landscape, Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Malcolm Shaw donated a pot-bellied stove te
I)
r,ava, who live nearby, haw no regrets.
lend creedence to the finished product, for
tbat they dtdn't love it. For years, the
example.
.
30,,ft,t, ~ooden flagpole over the door of the
Only the outside wall of the double-walled
l i ~ e school was a ~mark for them.
Mr$.,Doubrava lived wit,J.l{~t of the school
all lier lif.e, attended anltu&aht ther~. Her
school is being moved. When reconstructed
also went to classe/11ere.
mo
the inner wall will be made of concret~
The Doobravas have a protective attitude
blocks, Miller said, to help meet state
about the building. That's why they're the
building requirements. ·
'
bigg841t boosters of an industrious project to
"There will probably have to~ some other
dismantle the hundreds of limestone blocks
changes, like insulation," Milft!r explained.
and reconstruct it on the Fort Hays campus.
"But when it's done, it will look just as it did
Pl outh school, about two miles east of
103 years ago."
Wil , .will get new life thanks to the efforts
Miller says th~ school will by open to all ·
of Mrs. oubrava. She submitted a history of
honorary societies on campus and to service
g t~ f>hi Delta Kappa, an honorary
the b
clubs cand grade school tours.
r t~her,5 at Fort Hays State, when
" I plan to use it as a classroom, too. I can' t
rnity '. was looking for a one-room
imagine a better place to ~ history of
schoo
be J)feServed on campus as a
education," he said.
historic l and educational monument to the
sturdy pioneers of western Kansas.
Miller discovered that tie school aroused
Allan Miller, associate professor of
interest beyond Dorrance area people and
education at FHS, is directing the project,
Fort Hays State officials.
·
and has led the assault on the school by
"It was selected several years ago by
university faculty and graduate students. A
Hutchinson Junior College for relocation
final workday Nov. 19 should have the
there, but they apparently couldn't raise
carefully marked stones ready to transport to
enough money for the PF~j.ect."
campus.
The selection came too soon.
Stones were numbered by row, begll\Ding
"We didn't get started in time. From the
with "row A" at the northwest corner at
time we made the selection in tie spring until
ground level. Miller says about 2,000 pounds
we started work this fall, the limestone coal
of
e have been placed on each of 100
bin · attached to the southwest comer had
. Van Doren Development Company of
caved
in. We're just going to have to rebuild it
Hays has volunteered to haul the stone to
as best we can, without the benefit of numcampus, where a professional stone mason
bering the stones," he explained.
will be employed to reconstruct the school
But the school's s~te .r disrepair also ofalong the banks of Big Creek next year.
fered a )plus to the vohmtetQJ dismantling it.
Thif;h Miller is the driving force behind
Much of the mortar between the stones can
the p Ject, he labels Mrs. Doubrava as "the
be
removed with only a glov(ld hand; the rest
real s irit of Plymouth school"
peels off easily with ha~mer and chisel.
Mrs. Doubrava has loc
several original
"Look at those stones," Miller said, poinitems from the schooij
luding f-\vritten
ting to the piles of rock. "We haven't had to do
documents, students
d photographs.
any' of the cleaning we e~pected to get th
"She's part .of the
wt chose this
mortar off. We'rt!!" juit lncky the morta
school from the 30 possi ties we stpdied,"
wasn't
the best. "
Miller said. "There was a built-in advantage
Vic
Doubrava
nodded ~ l y , then smiled.
with her there."
"Yes, but do you thinlt ooi1ders these days
Victor Doubrava, Miller adds, is also
can make it stand for another hundred
invaluable.
years?" he asked Miller.
·
"If there is a human relation aspect to this,
"I
don'
t
know,,'
Mill~r·
laughed.
"I hope ·
it's ~ old Vic. He bripgs his tractor and
so." _
·
.
,
·
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Plymouth School move
leads to look backward
Editor's Note: Loretta Hirt Doubrava began compiling
a history of Plymouth School in 1972 after she received an
1894 photo of the school from the late Mrs. Joseph
Veverka. Both Mrs. Doubrava and her mother , the
former Mary Thielen who is pictured on the old photo,
attended Plymouth School as students. Twenty-eight
pages of the school's history, written by Mrs. Doubrava,
and photo were submitted to Fort Hays State University
for evaluation and selection of a suitable country school
to be moved to the college campus.

A Second Century For Plymouth School
Loretta <Hirt) Doubrava
(Se-e photos on page 6)

The recent news release from the Fort
Hays State University with the announcement of Plymouth School having
been chosen to be moved to the Fort Hays
State campus has created much excitement and renewed interest in the 103. year-old school building. It was selected
from 32 post rock limestone schoolhouses
submitted with their histories for inspection and consideration.
Plymouth School is located two and onehalf miles northwest of Wilson in
Plymouth Township in extreme eastern
Russell County, between Dorrance and
Wilson . It is a monument to the pioneers
who built it and an outstanding landmark
for over one hundred years. It can be seen
for many miles.
Fort Hays State originally functioned to
-prepare teachers for western Kansas so
there is a regional historical link to oneroom .schoolhouses. It is the hope of those
affiliated with FHS to preserve that part of
our heritage for eternity.
The Phi Delta Kappa (PDK) (the
professional education fraternity) believe
that with the availability to inspect firsthand one of the very first schools, the
students studying to be teachers and the
general public will obtain a much better
understanding and an appreciation of how
the pioneers had to believe in and work to
avail their children the chance for an
education. It will show how the school was
built, furnished, and the kinds, or lack of
textbooks available to the first teachers
and students.

"
The planned location, on the Fort Hays
State campus, will make it readily
available to the students or any visitor .to
see an original sample of our very first
schools in Kansas and to see how our
educational system has progressed.
Until the time of this news release the
old post rock limestone Plymouth School,
now reaching its 103-year-old mark, has
just been given a mere glance by the
people of the Dorrance and Wilson community going by on highway 1-70 and old .
highway 40. To the present generations the '
school has always oeen mere ana Just
seems a part of the natural landscape.
Many of the people in the Wilson and
Dorrance community have descended
from some of the students who a..ttended
this school. So it is now viewed with
renewed interest and a feeling of pride that
the Plymouth School has been given this
honor and a new chance of active
usefulness. It will now not be left to
disintegrate back down to the earth from
which it was wrenched by the pioneers
over one hundred years ago.
In an 1894 picture of Plymouth School
are three school board members . One was
Wm. S. Miller who happened to be one of
the original school board members, as was
John Dellinger. Dellinger was also one of
the three stone-masons who helped build
the school. The third board member shown
was John Hastings.

to receive many interesting anecdotes
concerning the years that these students
were in the school before the turn of the
century.
This in turn led to the writing the history
of the Plymouth School which also consisted of much research at the Russell
county court house, combined with the
detailed description of the many steps it
took to build the school. Starting with how
the limestone post rock was first uncovered from under three or four feet of
earth, then sledged and wrenched from the
eartb, and on to the finished building; how
it was furnished, and about the daily
routine of the approximately 153 children
who attended down through the years until
it was closed in 1936. It was used for a few
years for wheat storage.
.
Research revealed thaf the Plymouth
School was built in the year 1874-75 by the
German-Dutch colonists from Pennsylvania, who came to Bosland (Wilson) in
the year 1872 in a railroad box car where
they lived until homes could be built in
Plymouth Township. After seeing to their
immediate needs, such as shelter for their
families and planting the first crops, they
directed their thoughts and work toward
building a school for the children.
After a few years the German Dutch
colonists were joined by Bohemian and a ,
1 few English families, some of whom came
in covered wagons and homesteaded near
the Plymouth School. After a short time
Local People Helped.
the school became a potpourri of
nationalities.
Many local people helped to identify
The first German Dutch families that
relatives on the picture. The original
-settled here in the spring of 1872 and who
picture belonged to the late Mrs. Joseph
· were responsible for the existance of the
Veverka .
Plymouth School were; Dellinger, Miller,
This picture led to several years of
Bolan, Shipp, Sellers, Skinner, Myers,
writing to many descendants as far as
California and Texas to obtain iden- . Slocum and Hastings.
tification of the students on the picture and

" When she submitted the name and
the background, we knew we UIII
, what we wanted," Miller said." ·
, was not only the- oldest. It alao - ·
built of the hard post rock so tly.piel!d" ot .
this part'of fron~ America I t ~
last.''
' ·
Mrs. Doubrava said t:he scbbohwa:s
built by Gennan-Ducb ook>biatsirem
Pennsylvania who .settlecUtmarea,in
1872.
.· 1<'1q . f
( I,
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''THEVDLIEVEB stJ:Gnll, iii ed·
ucation:" she said. "118 ~"IS'-,they
were settled, they began rtM'Mhool." ·
.;;in .
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By FORREST HINTZ
Staff Writer
WILOON,Is:an. -Fp).! 103years, the
ittle Plymouth scho6l'has perched on
ts hilltop near,h~re, urtt,indful of the
·han~es takliigijlace 6und it.
A short distanoe sbtitli';t'e th
inng Mil.J• I that were new when the
chool was built. Beyond them is
ighWJt~ i'W ttisi~ 1~ ,stjll-visible
uts of"ffll{3T<Y~m~iilt Trail.
To the ~orth, 1'~ . ~d the long
. is traffic-'
row of stone fence ~
laden 1-70, and to
is tbe trail
Zebulon Pike followed ift 1806, his
way to the storied Pawnee Village.
Saturday' the school wnl ~ placed
ond piles 9f r
as faculty ~embers
and ~~ mlent$i (t»m Fort
Hays.Ji~
rsity ~ismantling,;tt '7 (
·

th;;di,t

>

Bu"F PL OUTH Sch~ ill be
· restored
ctly as it was < on the
universit campus - as a ·
to the determination of the •

buil~ ij a11~ asiasr~l of, the i,mportaI!,G( bf, ed\ic 211; m Ki108as.
TM t>rw1· L l}h~'rtakep by Phi
.Delta K~P.: Jt~norary 8'lCiety'for
teache.rs; . i\i!Jh~ di)"ecti6){ .'of Dr.
Allan Mil\ , ~sociatt pr~ssor of
education 'At tl'ie univel:-sify~ u, · ·

I'

1
"My wife 9 , ~d
Knott'Si,-,Berlli.
Farm Wt, :s
a'li..~r,risiting
o~a a
couple ~ y ~ ago,'{. · r. 1~id.
, Th "had ,be-»-itif 11
t ed
' e>: '!'"¥,a ~ u Y ~tor oneroom, frame school. We were quite
surprised to learn that it had come
from Beloit, Kan.
"It seemed rat!)
sans should have!lQ
· see one of their own hools, so this
turned int~a project.",
.
'.
THE-... ·•
was to £icf a
suitable schoo , preferably stone.
More th,ap ~ J.Ql;:~ns were submitted and an on-site inspection was
, made of each .. ~~t t\lad been built of
chalk or Fort1Ha..v& luµestone, both of
which we~~ too' soj,t~ be rebuilt.
Mrs. Victor Doubrava has lived
within sight of the ~llop,1)~11 her life.
She attended there •-r. l ~ did her
mother - and had wr\~? history.
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She sald -·ttle S<?ti&ol ·st'Ped·confiti•
uously until 1931, when ther4 ftt'e. too"
few ctflldr~ forit ·to CGllti
"Y-0u-ltaVe~:ftmell'lbe1ntfta ~
was the edge of civilizatiohitf"Millet
s aid. "It's really amazing that the
school was even built, ,but tMcfte1>eople honestly believed Jefferson's.:remar! that "there is nothing more

dangerous than an uninformed electorate.' "
On Oct. 15, the work of fearing down
the old building began. Each stone
be
was carefull numbered and
s Doubrareset exactly -,c; ~ was.
va began hunt g")vha~v
mained
of the original eqmpment - she found
some of the old, three-student desks and is seeking other ite'-s of that
period. A doctor in H~s donated.several more desks ar1d t ..-har~ware
dealer in Wilson furnilied a "'potbellied stove..

wm

beiii

WHEN COMPLE~D next f~l
Mille< ,.;4 IJ,e school Wi/1
alf honOt/lry societ.ies on'. thE: c
s
and to seryl~ clubs in th(. er~a.
will 15e us_ed.~ a le~m,m}'c!
history and ~ucatiop ,cfM~l
.,

.

.
,. .• -- r.od!:'.Y.. .

m

&ut_ perhaps its main flSe be-In
te3th11\g a generation that nev
heard ~f · tr one-room sctiibl what
was re11ny like throu~sr.t,ecial programs. .
)II !SI
·
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Rur · I·school. DeginS jourcn~
WILSON - The 102-year-old Plymouth rural schoolhouse has started its piecemeal journey to a new home
in~s.
Volunteers, directed by Allan Miller of Fort Hays
: Stat.e university's department of education, re&ntlf 1'
·t,egan dismantling the school. It should fake several
weeks to mark and identify-each stone.
Later in the Winter the stones will be moved to the
Hays campus, where the schoolhouse · will be
reconstructed.

Miller said the building will become a tribute to historic traditions of early-day educators and to the college's role in training teachers throughout Western
Kansas.
Mrs. Victor Doubrava of Dorrance was responsible
for having the university consider moving the school, 2
miles nQrthwest .of Wilson . ._,Plymouth was one of 32
schoolhouses screened by Phi Delta Kappa , professional education fraternity, as part of the school's 75th
anniversary.
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Rural School·Begins
50-Mile Move to Hays
The 102-year-old Plymouth rural school began a 50-mile move
Saturday in what is hoped will be
a new lease on life for the small,
native stone, one-room rural
school about two·miles northwest
of Wilson.
Volunteers, under the direction
of Allan Miller, Ft. Hays State
University department of education, began distnantling the
school. Each stone will be marked and identified. It will take
several weeks to raze the building.
Later in the winter, the stones
will be moved to the Hays university campus. The building will
be reconstructed, probably in
nine months to a year, on one of
two or three sites on the campus.
Dr. Miller said the building will
become a tribute to historic
traditions of early-day educators
and to the college's role in
training teachers throughout
western Kansas.
Mrs. Victor Doubrava, who
lives about a mile northwest of
the school site, was helping her
husband and others move flooring and timbers into neat stacks
as work got under way Saturday
morning.

The Dorrance farm wife has
collected material for a history of
the school and the people who
attended it. She was instrumental
in having the building considered
by university personnel studying
the project, which is part of the
school's 75th anniversary. 1
Plymouth was one of 32 schoolhouses §creeneff by the Phi Delta
Kappa, professional education
fraternity at Hays.
Plymouth School was built in1874-75 by German-Dutch colonists from Pennsylvania wh~ arrived in Wilson, known then as
Bosland, in 1872. As soon as
farms were established in Ute
Plymouth area, the early settlers
provided the school building for
their rural community.
Classes were held in the building until 1936, Mrs. Doubrava
said. "It's a shame that some of
the furniture, desks, and things
from the old school weren't saved. But they are all gone now."
Mrs. Doubrava, the former
Loretta Hirt, has completed a 28
page history, with many photographs, of the school. She said
today that additional information
is coming to light and that she
hopes soon to have additional
information documented and ed·
ited.
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NUMBERS GAME - Jo Jean Schulte, above, and Donna Fleischaker used charcoal briquets Saturday to
code stone in the walls of the Plymouth school near Wilson. The 102-year-old school is to·be dismantled and
moved to Fort Hays State University, where the code numbers will be used to reconstruct it as~ memorial
1o the one-room schools of western Kansas. A force of area residents, supervised by Fort Hays professors
and students began dismantling the building Saturday morning.
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10 2-year-ol!l,..,.~~~~££yt !!J"'!~L!!!y!!.P!!J.,.
. By JOHN COOK
Tribune Area Editor

·
WILSON - A swarm of area residents
converged on 102-year-oi'd Plymouth
. ~hool early Saturday and promptly began
t~aring away the remnants of its floor and
. roof.
·, -_It wasn't a case of organized vandalism,
how.ever, put a planned dismantling in
preparation for a 50-mile move to Hays
where the school will be reconstructed.
The project, according to project
supervisor Allan Miller, an associate
professor of education at Fort Hays State
University, is a combination of a belated
Bicentennial project and an observance of
the 75th anniversary of the founding of
Fort Hays. "Fort Hays State originally
fuiictioned to prepare teachers for western
Kansas," Miller said, -·.. so there is a
regional historical link to one-room
schoolhouses."
The Plymouth school was chosen in a

Kappa, the honorary fraternity for
teachers. More than 30 old schools were
considered, "all the way ·. from the
Colorado border to east of Silina," he said.
TheHst was pared to 10 and the selection.
committee visited each of the finalists.
"Plymouth school was the right size, has
. h hi
d.
d f th I'd
a very ric st0 ry an is ma e O e so 1
poS t rock limestone native to weS tern
Kansas," Miller said. ln addition, th e
Plymou th school is near Interstate 7o, 1
th an a mile from U.S. Highway 4.0 and
easily accessible for m?ving.
The school was nominated for the
project by Mrs. Vic .Doubrava of rural
Dorrance. Mrs. Doubrava began compiling a history of the school, which both
she and her mother attended, in 1972. She
submitted 28 pages of photographs and
history on the school to the selection
committee. Her work was the basis for
selection of the school.
Built in 1874 and 1875 by German-Dutch

had not been used since 1936. The shake
roof had disintegrated, as had window sills
and flooring, jroVjdi'og the initial targets
for the dismantlers. Those parts of the
building will· be replaced when the
structure is rebuilt on the campus.
Using a plan ·prepared by Ann Gustad,
daughter of a former Fort Hays State
president, the rock in the structure was
labeled. Following a system used by the
National Park Service in restoring
buildings, each stohe is labeled according
t~ its position, first with charcoal and later
with lacquer on a surface which will be
hidden when the building is reconstructed.
The stone, said Miller, will be hauled to
Fort Hays by a Hays prestructed cement
manufacturer, although th.e · antling is
to be done by volun1\ef1~ ~,e reconstruction will .tJe inf,
·hands of
professfoNals, he Saia, ifllthough the
company has not been sefected yet. The
project sbould be finished sometime next
year, Miller said.
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ymouth School move
ll begin ·on Saturpl}~y
· '• tJy Dorothy Groth usen

1'he ' filtt step toward relocation of
mouth chool, a country school two and
half ·1es northwest of Wilson, to the
Fort Hays State University
rdi!Y according to Mrs. Vic
tural Dorrance.
ex~ting about 12 people to
-J'

.
" ,
come from Hays," said Mrs. Doubrava,
the rnany other possibilities.
"and we hope to have at least that many
"Plymouth Scl}ool was the right size, has
from this area to help."
a very rich history, ad is made of solid,
Workers are expected to converge upon
post ·rock limestone native towestern
P lymouth equipped with ladders and
Kansas, and is easily accessible to highhammers to begin work at 9 o'clock
way 40 and Interstate 70 for con1enjent
.Saturday.
moving," Miller explained.
·
"We will have a scaffold but wprkers
The school's rich history of which Miller
. should bring their own tools and ladders,
speaks can be credited to Mrs . Doubrava,
particularly hammers for pulling nails
the former Loretta Hirt. In 1972 she began
bee.a~ the roofing and flooring will be
compiling a history of Plymouth School
rem«wed first,'' Mrs. Doubrav,a said.
which both she and her mother attended.
Workers a re also expected to bring their
Upon completion, less than a year ago,
own sack lunches. Coffee and dessert will
Mrs. Doubrava submitted 28 pages of
be furnished by Phi Delta Kappa and
history and photos to Fort Hays State
catered by Progressive Young Women
University for evaluation and selection of
EHU of Dorrance. Anyone interested in
a suitable country school to be moved to
he1J5fflg with the project should inform
the college campus.
Mrs. oubrava of their intentions.
Research revealed Plymouth School was
A llll~ent was made earlier this
built in the ye\r 1874-75 by the Germanyear of the selection of Plymouth School,
Dutch colonists from Pennsylvania. They
in extreme eastern Russell County, for
had come to Bosland (Wilson) in the year
relocation on the Fort Hays compus. It is a
1872 in a railroad box car where they Jived
project of.Phi Delta Kappa, a professional
until homes could be built in Plymouth
education-fraternity, in celebration of Fort
Township. After seeing to their immediate
Hays State's 75th anniversary .
needs, such as shelter for their families
Plym~th was one of 32 schoolhouses
and planting the first crops, they directed
screened by the special PDK committee
their thoughts and work toward building a
headed by Dr. Allan Miller, associate
school for their children.
professor education at the university.
"Fort Hays State originally functioned
The school will be relocated west of
to prepare teachers for western Kansas,"
Davis Hall on the Fort Hays campus
Miller said,-. '.'so there is a reg\onal
during the 1977-78 academic year. Labor
historjcal link to one-room schoolhouses.
and much of the funding to move and
We lui>e this project wili preserve that i r~Qllstruct the h\lilding will be dona ted by
part of our heritage for eternity."
voh:A_nteers. National PDK, gave the Fort
Miller ,cited several reaS.,o,ns why the ." llays chapter a special funding grant of
committee chose the Plymouth sc~ ~ r ,~,500 to be used tow~rd,the project.
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WIIKKING CREW- Residents of the Dorrance-Wilson area began
dismantling the 102-year-old Plymouth school Saturday, preparing -it.
for a 50-mile move to Hays where it is to .be reconstructed as a
memorial to the one-room schools of western Kansas. The first step in
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Prospector's
comer,
By Lee Pendergrass, historian-in-residence
Fort Hays State University
Kansas Committee ,f or the Humanities

The country schoolhouse like the bufhad to endure teasing and ridicule. The
falo and the horse and buggy is a symcurriculum was as basic as everything
bol and historical artifact of the plains
else. It consisted of the three R's, and
·
experience and culture. ·
history and geography, plus a liberal
Sitting out on the prairie it served as
dose of patriotism and moral maxims
both a center of learning and as a
such as "Do Unto Others as you Would
beacon of community vibrancy in the
Have Them Do Unto You."
minds of the people who sent their
Science was unknown as were what
children there.
another pioneer called "fancy sub, Most country schoolhouses were four
jects" like music and art. Although the
square; that is they had three windows
emphasis was · on rote memo1,:y and
located on two opposite sides. On top of
spelling, .students of the rural
the schoolhouses was a small cupola
schoolhouse attained a literacy rate
comparable to urban consolidated
which held the bell that called the
school districts.
children from the surrounding area.
There was no organized formal
In Trego County each school district
athletic program at the country
comprised approximately nine square
schoolhouse. At recess and noon
miles. There were about 75 to 80
students chose sides and played
districts in this one county and if it is
baseball, marbles, crack-the-whip,
any indication the country schooll).ouse
"Andy" over, Blackman, drop the
at one time was as numerous as the
hankerchief, and Fox and Geese when
once mighty buffalo.
At the back side of the country school
snow was on the ground.
Transportation to and from school
houses stood two outhouses on each side .
of the schoolyard. The equipment and
was non,existent. Many students walkfurniture inside the schoolhouse was
ed three miles to school in the morning
basic and functional. In the center of
and three miles back in the evening.
the schoolroom stood a pot-bellied
The country schoolhouse teacher,
stove.
besides being little older than her
On each side of the roorri there was a
students and sometimes younger, was
row of desks. Some schools had double
usually a woman because men demanddesks and at these students tried or at
ed and received as much as $30 more a
least hoped to have their best friend as
month to do the same job.
a desk mate.
Generally the teacher had recently
In front of the schoolroom was a plat- _ graduated .from such a school and had
form on which the teacher's desk was
taken normal training which consisted
of being tutored by already qualified
placed. On the wall behind her desk
teachers to pass a state.
were the blackboards. Besides desks,
Paid anywhere from $25 a month to
stove, and blackboards remaining
as much as $100, if the teacher were
equipment included a globe, a map or
really well-liked and the district welltwo on the wall, a Webster's Unabridged Dictionary which stood on a stand in
to-do, the school teacher was her -own
janitor, counselor, doctor; nurse,
a corner, and the recitation bench
where students &at to give their daily · psychologist. She arrived at school early in the morning to build the fire so that
recitations.
It was common for smaller children
it would be warm in the room if possible
to sit in front of the classroom and probefore the students came.
gress to the rear as they grew older.
It was also her task to have the kindlUsually the rear desks were occupied
ing ready and the coal bucket full
by boys and it was there that the mabefore she left in the evening. She must
jority of horseplay occurred .while the
also not forget to carry out the ,ashes at
teacher's back was turned. Only .the
the end of the day.
bravest girl, as one pioneer recalled,
Students of the one room school will
would choose to sit in the back~
never forget that screeching of the slate
The ages of the boys . and the girls
pencils on the slates or that they had to
ranged from 5 to 16 and it was not
write all tests on the blackboard
unusual to have one or two students as
because there was no paper.
old as 17-22 in the classroom. A number.
It is perhaps appropriate to reprint
from an old country school document
of the larger boys tended to come only
during the winter months when work
Rules for Teachers Duties (Before and
after school session). 1. Wash windows
was slow on the farm.
Along the back of the wall at the rear
and clean classroom with soap and
water once week. 2. Ch~ck outhouses
of the room were hooks on which to
daily. Plenty of old catalogues are
hang coats. There also might be a shelf
available at School Board Office. APbuilt to hold lunchboxes which were not
PAREL. Forbidden wear in Public at
purchased but instead were the
homemade variety in the form of gallon
all times: 1. Women : (1) a bathing
syrup pails or grape baskets.
cos
· 2 Jo.omerslo y_cling_; L3J

a

Those schools which had a water well
on the school rounds were considered
fortunate. Often the teacher carried the
water or it was brought from a
neighboring farm house. When the
water arrived at school it might have a
few leaves, weed seed, or grasshoppers
floating on top of it.
In those days learning "was the mark
of a sissy" and the "star" pupil often

Skirts slit to expose ankles; (4) Bustle
extension ovr 10 inches, 2. Men: (1)
Detachable collar or necktime removed
from shirt; (2) Shirt sleeves unliked
and rolled; (3) Hair closely cropped
(unless bald or have diseases of the
scalp) . CONDUCT (Cause for immediate dismissal) 1. Smoking of
cigarettes, use of spirits, frequenting of
pool or public dance halls.
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Russell County school chosen
for stone schoolhouse project'
reconstructions going on in the state at the
present time. "

by DEB GUSTAFSON
Staff Reporter

soon he both the newest and
old
g on ca mpus? No, it won' t be
the
\ ' g replacing Rarick Hal!.
Fort Hays
e will soon have a stone
schoolhouse.
.
Why pu
stone s choolhouse on
campus? Ac
ing to Dr. Allan Miller,
associate profes sor of education and
chairman of th e Stone Schoolhouse
Committee, "The whole idea was
conceived over. a year ago at an April 1976
leaders conference of Phi Delta Kappa by
Dr. Nancy Vogel and myself. We were
trying to think of projects in keeping with
the Bicenten"W and our 75th anniversary
here at FHS.'
.
The ide~ of h ving an old schoolhouse on
a university campus is not entirely original.
Empo~ _State University has one on their
campus . Ho«>e•er, Miller says, "I feel we
are the first in' the state t9 get a lot of
people involved in the reconstruction. I
believe it is · one of the most important.

Although the project originated with Phi
De lta K appa, and this . organization
contin ues to contribute money and time to
the project, it has become an a]l-school
project. An 11-member committee was
appointed by President Gerald Tomanek.
Besides Miller, members of the committee
are Ann Gustad, Hays graduate student;
Dr. Bill Robinson , professor of education;·
Dr. Neil Walker . professor of biology:
JoJean Schulte , Norton graduate student;
Dr. Nancy Vogel, professor of English; Lon
Pishny, assistant public relations director;
Dr. Robert Luehrs, associate professor of
history : Dave Adams , instructor of
journalism; and Bill Claflin, associate
professor of education.

deteriorated is a plus ," according to
Miller. " We won't have to tear it down."
The school is constructed of post rock
limestone and the dimensions of the
building are 26 feet by 28 feet. The school
was built in the year 1874-75 by the
German-Dutch colonists from Pennsylvania.
Plymouth Schoq.l was suggested by
Loretta Doubrava, a long-time Russell
County resident. She has helped the
committee organize plans for the schoolhouse. "She has been the co-ordinator in
the Wilson-Dorrance area. Without her
help I doubt we'd be as far along as we
are," said Miller.
The school was owned by the Francis
Kaufman family. They have donated the
school to the University. Other people have
donated items which will be used in the
museum-like restored schoolhouse. Desks
such as students would have used, have
already been given to FHS.
A search has been underway to locate as
many items as possible which were once
actually in P1ymouth School. It had been
hopM they would find the old pot-bellied
stove, but so far efforts have failed.
H<>Wever, a pot-bellied stove similar to the
one originally in the old school has been
donated by Malcolm Shaw of Wilson. This
stove was used as a prop in the movie
" Paper Moon."

Miller says, "The response to pleas for
help in loca.ting objects and in donations is
typical of the interest in projects such as
this. There is a lot of emoti9n involved, and
when I see this, I realize the good we are
_doing with this project. In this sense , we
are linking the university with the western
Kansas communities.''
The project was not abandoned this
summer. The exact scale model which had
previously been commissioned was completed by David Claflin, a University of
Colorado architectural student.
A five-minute television special was
filmed at the present cite of the school this
summer by KCKT-TV in Great Bend. Also,
a radio interview with , Miller was
conducted by KAYS-Radio in Hays. Miller
gave a short talk on the schoolhouse project
at the 75th an~iversary noon luncheon.
These things served to provide publicity for
the project as well as to keep enthusiasm
going over the hot summer months.
This fall plans are in progress. Razing of
the old schoolhouse will be sometime this
month . The building must be torn down
stone by stone , and each stone marked for
reasse mbly . Transport of the stones to
storage in Hays is planned for this winter.
Most of the work done on the schoolhouse
will be on a volunteer basis.
Rebuilding of the schoolhouse is planned
for spring. Initial contacts for a mason to

Last spring the committee selected a
school. Inquiries into the whereabouts of
stone schoolhouses were made through the
news media and 32 schoolhouses were
submitted for consideration. "That is more

,
,
,
'

than I had imagined were still standing,''
Miller admits.
•,
Mill~r had each graduate student in the
History of American Education class
research the history of one schopl. He al¥)
as~d tlle_m to make proposa1s 'as to the
advantages and/ or disadvantages of the
committee choosing that sch~./hese
histories helped in the commift ' final
selection. Miller, with the help f Dr.
Harold Eickoff, vice-president for
academic affairs, and Vogel, hopes to put,
these histories into a book.
· 1>·
From the original list of 32 schools, nine
were chosen as finalists. Criteria considered in making the choice were the
physical condition of the school, condition
of the roof, what type of stone it was made
from, historical information and proximity
to Hays .
Plymouth School, located two and
one-half miles northwest of Wilson in
eastern Russell County, was selected to be
moved to FHS. " The fact that its roof is
head this phase are now being made. The
summer will be spent in arranging the
museum-type interior and hours.
Some J?r9g§fms involving · e sth~Jhouse wll ~ n operation n
falf. Full
operation is expected by spring 1979.
Progra'iffs already planned include a
schoolmaster giving a program ·for grade
school children. The building will be
available for use as a meeting site for any
honoraries on campus. Miller plans to hold
his History of American Education class in
the schoolhouse.
Although a site had been chosen across
the street west of Davis Hall , the
Long-Range Planning Committee is considering changing it. The location now
under consideration is the site of the old
gymnasium, which was between Forsyth
Library and Custer Hall on the banks of Big
Creek. This cite was the original
recommendation of the Schoolhouse
Committee.
A work-day is set for Oct. 15 to start
work on the old school. Anyone interested
in helping is asked to contact Miller. Those
planning to go out to the present location
should meet at 8:15 a .m. in front of Rarick
Halt. People are asked to bring a sack of
lunch and any tools they think will help.
Drinks and a Czech dessert will be
furnished.

THE PLYMOUTH SCHOOLHOUSE, now located
northwest of Wilson in Russell County will soon be
relocated to the campus of Fort Hays State
University. The relocation of the 103-year-old school

has created an interest in the past of the once busy
school. Mrs. Loretta Hirt Doubrava, has compiled a
history of the old school. (World photo by Mark
Shaw)

• • •

The school is being donated by Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Kaufman who are the
present owners. It is hope~ that the
Dorrance and Wilson people will volunteer
support· and help when the work of
dismantling the school will begin in the
fall. The stones will be marked for reThere were 32 teachers listed from 1881 assembling on the campus by that time.
to 1936 with many from Wilson. Six or
Parts of the-history will be included in a
more were former students of Plymouth book being planned by Dr. Allan Miller,
Sr.hool. The salaries rane:ed _from $30 a associate professor of Education of
-month in 1874, when there were two Fort Hays Stat~ University, which will
teachers, to 1921 at $95 a month, then back contain the histories of many .of the onedown to $55 a month in 1936. It was in- room limestone post rock schools that are
teresting to learn that a woman was on the fast disappearing from our country side.
schoolboard, 1896-1901, Mrs. Jol)n Walz.
This book is planned to be published at the i
The school ·was also used for meetings, fast disappearing from. our countryside.
debates, lyceums and in the early 1880s it rebuilt and finished on the Fort Hays State
was the meeting place of the Free Baptist campus.
Church.
The committee is also seekimi the very
Several former students returned to early day school furnishings, such as a
teach at Plymouth. Among them teaching teacher's desk and chair, clock, box of wall
there in the 1920s were Arthur Veverka,
maps used in these early day schools. Very
Helen Urban, Isabelle Hirt, Louis Hirt, and old text books or anything used in a oneMatt Hirt. Bethold Hirt also became a
room school, the older the better. A potschool teacher. Joseph H. Hirt was clerk of bellied stove is also needed. Items are
the school board from 1915 to 1933.
wanted that were used in the Plymouth
From several old maps it was also in- School and any information as to the
teresting to learn the important part this locati~n of the old stove, teacher's desk
section of Russell county and Kansas _ and chair or the old homemade library
played in the settlement of the far west of cupboard ~ould be most helpful. The first
our country.
register books were left in the school when
The Plymouth School is near the But- it was closed. as were all the furnishings .
terfield Trail used by the covered wagon
The items received from any one-r~m
trains, and the overland stagecoaches in school will be cataloged and recogmtlon
1865; and it is near the Union Pacific given to the people who donate them ~
railroad which reached Bosland ( Wilson) furnish the Plymouth SchC>Ol -~ hen ~ _
in 1867. It is also near an old Indian trail begins its new usefulness on the Fort Haya
!nd many other historical happenings.
-State University campus.

from wagon trains
to jet planes ...

They were joined sho!11Y aft_er .?Y
families of Walz, Martinek, Z1vomk,
Brown, Chrudinsky, Novak , Diessroth,
Muck, Eslinger, Towle, Thielen, Deges,
v,verka . . and a few other unknown
families.
Down through the years other familiy
names to appear on the school census
were: Clark, Briggs, Howes, Vancura,
Smith, Small, Fisher and Vance.
From 1890 to 1898 the reports show new
family names of Pasek, Stopple, Serie_r,
Holderbaum, Hrabick, Kalmert and
Whitmer. Although on the report, all of
these children did not attend the Plymouth
School, being closer to other schools which
had been built after 1889. ·
After the turn of the century, the school
was reopened after having been closed a
few years. In 1915, the new family names
were Herber, Kevan, Urban, Spears, and
Hirt, a French name (second generation,
, children of Mary Thielen-Hir t), also Reitz,
White, Killian, Park, Diessroth, and Pasek
and Veverka (second generation from
both) and a new Miller family,- not related
to the original Miller.
During the mid 1920s new family names
to appear briefly on the census were:
Hudson, Bush, Allison and Branda, aftfr
1930 others were Feil, Irish and agam
Whitmer.
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Russell County's Plymouth
School will be relocated on the
Fort Hays State University
campus during the 1977-78
academic year.
The school was selected by
Phi Delta Kappa, the
professional
education
fratemicy at FHS, as the
group'·11_, .J¥tA project in
celebral@1f ~ pniversity's
75th anniversary which begins
June 23.
Plymouth School was ~ne of
32
stone
schoolhouses
screened by the committee
headed .bY . ~Han Miller,
of
associate pl'ofessor
education.
"Fort Hays State originally
functioned
to
prepare
teachers for Western Kansas," Miller Sllid, "io there is
a regional historical link to
one-room schoolhouses."
A class in American

Education compiled histori~
of the schoolhouses, finding
that some have been involved
in wars, gamblirag operations,
wedding, community activities, funerals .and even as
the sites of occasional cockfighting contests.
The school will be relocated
• west of Davis Hall. Labor and
much of the funding to move
and reconstruct the buil~ is
being donated. The national
fraternity ·gave the FHS
chapter a special $2,500 grant
for the project.
Miller said the Plymouth
school was chosen because "it
was the right size, had a very
rich history, was made from
hard, solid post rock limestone
1Ut.tive to westerp Kansas and
is ·easily accessible to US 40
and I-70 for convenient
moving."
.
Others· in the running in-

eluded Plesant Valley in
northeast Russell County,
Flavious in west Rush County,
Rolling Prairie in southeast
Russell County, Schohaire in
southeast Ness County,
Hopewell in central Ellis
County, Wilcox in southcentral Trego County,
Solomon Valley in central
Graham County and Butte
Creek in eastern Logan ·

County.
Those involved · in I th
project include Ann Gustad,
who will supervise archeological,. aspects:,-Bill
Claflin, in charge of carpentry; Sam Hamilton,
masonry; Dave
n Doren
and Earl B,ozemil~ \lllllding
superv1s1on; an ~ erle
Walker, coordinater of the
school house museum.

Russell County's Plymouth
School will be relocated on the
Fort Hays State University
campus during the 1977-78
academic year.
The school was selected by
Phi Delta Kappa, the
professional
education
fraternity at FHS, as the
group's main project in
celebration of the university's
75th anniversary which begins
June 23.
Plymouth School was one of
32
stone
schoolhouses
screened by the committee,
headed by Allan · Miller,
associate
professor
of
education.
"Fort Hays State originally
functioned
to
prepare
teachers for Western Kansas," Miller said, "so there is
a regional historical link to
one-room schoolhouses." 1
A class in Americln

Education compiled histories
of the schoolhouses, finding
that some have beeri involved
in wars, gambling operations,
wedding, community activities, funerals and even as
the sites of occasional cockfighting contests.
The school will be relocated
west of Davis Hall. Labor and
much of the funding to move
and reconstruct the building is
being donated., The national
fraternity gave the , FHS
chapter a special $2,500 grant
for the project.
Miller said the Plymouth
1

•

school was chosen because "it central
Trego
County,
was the right size, had a very Solomon Valley in central
rich history, was made from Graham County and Butte
hard, solid post rock 1imestone Creek in eastern Logan
native to Western Kansas and County.
is easily accessible to US 40
and 1-70 for convenient
Those involved in the
moving."
project include Ann Gustad,
Others in the running in- who will supervise arcluded Plesant Valley in cheological aspects; . Bill
northeast Russell County, Claflin, in charge of .carFlavious in west Rush County,. _ pentry ; Sam Hamilton,
Rolling Prairie iri southeast masonry; Dave Van Doren
Russell County, Schohaire in and Earl Bozeman, building
southeast Ness County, superv1s1on ; and Merle
Hopewell in central Ellis · Walker, coordinater of the
County, Wilcox in south- school house museum.

Phi Oeha Kappa .. diref!
r

Ft ~ttys Col_\l,·e Paper

se1111
JVhC :3 /'11
.

1

Phi Delta Kappa inInventive ~ioneer.- ,.,ed the
ternational profess'ional stone for fence pos't!'/ hitching
frate~ ; for educators, has
· ~.1
posts, clothe~~·· :1es, barns,
had ~ive history at Fort houses, churches, a cathedral
Hays $ate since its founding and for schoolhouses. The
March 2, 1958. PD;K supports
re$~arch, service
and decision to save a schoolhouse
for the campus was made at a.
teaching.
leadership conference in
Salina
in 1976 by · local
Currently Dr. Allan Miller,
associate
professor
of delegates Bill Claflin, Allan
education, is directing the Miller and Nancy Vogel,
professor
of
search for a stone schoolhouse associate
English.
To
date,
·
national
to be moved to the campus
where it will be both a PDK, has responded with a
monument on the plains of grant of $2,500.
western Kansas to the
pioneers .of the past and a
Dr. Nancy Vogel published
living educational laboratory
for the future. FHS is located the first PDK book authored
in the land of the; post rock and by a woman, Robert Frost,
this · )ocll~
gives the Ted'cher, in 1974, the same
university a Uinque geological year the fraternity opened its
membership to women.
heritage.

At FHS the fll'St motherdaughter uien1bers of PD~
are Mrs. Petel' W· ~

teacher of home econbaiies at
Hays High School atnd' B:arbara Johnson.
One campus tradition is for
PDK to recognize an outstanding educator to receive
the M.C. Cunningham Award.
a handsome walnut plaque
named for FHS's "Builder
President." The honored
winners have been Donald
Darnell (1971), Standlee V.
Dalton (1972), Valis Rc,c\twell
(1973), W. Clement Wood
0974), Dorsey Brown (1975),
Jean Stouffer (1976), and
Wiirren Macy (1977) .

FI-ISU --- POK
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Fort Hays State University, Hays, KS 67601

June 1977

PDK committee selects schoolhouse
Russell county's Plymouth School was
selected by PD K's selection committee as
the one they plan to relocate on the Fort
Hays State University campus during the
1977-78 academic term.
The schoolhouse relocation project has
been the education fraternity's main project in celebration of Fort Hays State's
75th Anniversary which officially begins
June 23.
Plymouth School was one of 32 stone
schoolhouses screened by the special PDK

committee headed by Dr. Allan Miller,
associate professor of education at the
university.
"Fort Hays State originally functioned
to prepare teachers for western Kansas,"
Miller said, "so there is a regional historical link to one-room schoolhouses. We
hope this project will preserve that part of
our heritage for eternity."
During the spring semester, a class in
American Education compiled histories
of the schoolhouses by contacting individ-

uals in the various communities and by
tracing records of the schoolhouses in
county courthouses. The class found that
some of the school's histories included
being involved in wars, gambling opera tions, weddings, community activities,
(Continued on reverse side. )

Committee selects schOO
The stone schoolhouse
which will commemorate Fort
Hays State's 75th anniversary
is to be · selected on commencement day.
The schoolhouse project,
which is under the sponsorship
of , Phi Delta Kappa, the
education fraternity, was
initiated because FHS's 75th
anniversary is so· close to
America's bicentennial. A
stone schoolhouse will be
preserved because it is considered by many faculty
members as a characteristic
poin t of the heritage of
western Kansas.
"' Fort Hays State originally
functioned
to
prepare
teachers for western Kansas,"
said Allan Miller, Stone
Scho olhouse Committee
chairman, "so there is a
regional historical link to on~
room schoolhouses.''
Of the 32 , one-room
schoolhouses bei ng considered, the list has been
narrowed to nine so far.
According to Miller, who
initiated the idea jointly with
Nanc y Vogel, associate
professor of E nglish, there is a
multiple criteria for selecting
the right school.

'

"We use the physical condition, what kind of limestone
the school is made of and the
age of the school, as well as
the distance from FHS and the
ability to tear it down and take
it to the campus."
But there is more to consider than the · physical
aspects, such as the historical
background of the school.
The American Education
class compiled histories of the
schoolhouses by contacting
individuals in the community,
an!l looking up records in
county courthouses to trace
the origins.
Using a list of questions 10
pages in length, the class
found schoolhouses that have
been involved in range wars,
gambling operations, weddings, community activities,
funerals and even one which
had cockfighting contests.
There are two pos sible
locations on campus for the
schoolhouse
said
Earl
Bozeman, P lan ning Committee chairman.
One possible site is east of
the library, across the street
by the creek, where many
students wanted a parking·Jot.

This location is valued for the
scen ic location and its
nearness to the Sternberg
Museum.
The other site is across the
street fro m Davis Hall.
The labor and funds to move
and rec nstruct the stone
schoolhouse will be volunteered from private sources.
The archeological aspects will'
be managed by Ann Gustad,
Hays graduate student, and
Max Reed, anthropol ogy
teacher from Great Bend.
Carpentry will be supervised by Bill Claflin. assoC'i:itP
professor of education, and
masonry supervisor is Sam
Hami lton,
professor
of
philosoph y. The overa ll
building project is supervised
by Dave Van Doren, Hays
contractor,
and
Earl
Bozema n, FHS pla nni ng
director. The museum aspects
will be coordinated by Merle
· Walker, emeritus professor of
geology.
The stone schoolhouse is
scheduled for completion by
·May, 1978,-and will haye a full
program in operation by the
fall semester of that year.

WANTED: One used stone
schoolhouse.
Even though the day of the
one-room schoolhouse is all but
history, Fort Hays Kansas State
College is looking for one. A
special committee was recently
appointed by President Gerald
Tomanek to investigate the possibility of securing and reconstructing a stone schoolhouse on the
Fort Hays State campus.
The interest in the schoolhouse
idea comes from several reasons
and sources. Perhaps the nostal-'
gia craze in America is partly
behind the idea, believes committee chairman Dr. Allan Miller,
associate professor of ecucation
at the college.
A formal request was made by
the FHS chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa, a national education
honor society, for a college committee whose purpose would be to
examine the possibility of having
a stone schoolhouse on campus. It
was felt this would be another

Graduation to lewis field
Over the years, as graduating
classes increased in size, the
graduation exercise was moved
to Lewis Field. But how many remember the first graduation? It
was postponed and then postponed indefinitely, finally being
held on July 2, 1903. How many
Fort Hays Staters know why?
Think of the environment.

suitable project to help· celebrate the college's 75th anniversary in 1977, Miller added. ·
Superintendents of unified
school districts and others who
might have knowledge of a stone
schoolhouse which could be relocated should contact one of the
special committee members at
the college.
The committee has had several
offers and letters regarding the
desired schoolhouse. So far, 22
schoolhouses have been offered.
Miller has indicated that the
decision will be made sometime
this semester on which schoolhouse to accept. Earl Bozeman,
college architect and planner,
will advise the group as to the
best location for the limestone
schoolhouse.
Others on the schoolhouse relocation committee besides Miller
are Dr. Robert Luehrs, associate
professor of history; Dr. Nancy
Vogel, associate professor of
English; Dr. William Robinson,
professor of education; Dr. John
Garwood, dean of instruction;
Earl Bozeman, director of Campus· Planning; Ann Gustad, history graduate student; and Larry
Thomas, · education graduate
student.
Actually, the idea of relocating
a schoolhouse to a college campus is not new. Emporia Kansas
State College relocated a Marion
County stone schoolhouse in the
late 1960's. It was disassembled,

\

.

the pieces were marked for
reconstruction, and it was trans-,
ported to the E'mporia campus.
Since Emporfo State moved the
schoolhouse, the local public .,
school district has actually held
classes in the building, complete
with the "hickory stick" and
"readin', writin' and rithmetic."
The Fort Hays State committee

,,·

,,.

hopes to locate the school this
y,ear. and · have · it ready for
removal to a permanent campus
site ,·by next September. The
committee hopes to relocate the
school in an area with "high
visibility," close to the old fort
and new sports complex in the
southwest section of the present
campus.

Besides Phi Delta . Kappa, the
FHS Alumni Association and the
FHS Endowment Association will
be ·asked to support the stone
building project, Miller said.
Evt~n though the days of the old
stone schoolhouse are almost
gone, this Fort Hays State College project hopes to make certain they will not be forgotten.
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PLYMOUTH SCHOOL in 1894 .:_ '(left to right) first row: Peter
Thielen, Lacy Dellinger, Ivan Dellinger, Ellen Dellinger, Edward
Vancura, John Kalmert?, Anna Veverka, Rose Vancura, Nina Seirer?,
Mary Deges, Lena No~ak, Barbara Deges, Blanche Dellinger,
Raymond Miller, Lizzie Deges and Emma Novak.
Second row: Wm. S. Miller (school board member), Tommy Miller,
Joseph Veverka, Lewis Vancura, John Deges, Elisabeth Deges, Philip
Deges, Frank Sellers?, Arthur; Walz, Edgar Dellinger, · Bertha
Dellinger, Mary Thielen, Mary Veverka, Barbara Thielen, Josephine
Veverk~ and Mary Novak.
i

Third row: John Dellinger (school board member), Leo~ard Deges,
J. T. Hastings (school board member), Wm. Hale Miller, Anna,
m~stings, Edna Hastings, Mathias Thielen, Wm. Vancura, Charles
Vancura, Charles Dellinger (holding hat), Frank Veverka and Ben
· ... ..
Walz.
Fourth row: Clara Shenk (teacher), Sarah Elisabeth Hastings, Matt
Deges, Charlotte Miller, Ada Sellers, Alice Bolan, Katie Deges, Lilah
Bolan (twin), Rose Dellinger and Lillian Bolan (twin). Short man in
door Ad. Small, 2nd man unknown. (Photo courtesy of Mrs. Victor
(Loretta) Doubrava formerly belonged to late Mrs. Joseph Veverka)
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Plymouth Schoolhouse served Germ.an-Dutch
from early settlement days to Great Depression
by Susan Schuster
Dwarfed by the large, modem
educational facilities of the campus,
the one-room limestone schoolhouse
seems insignificant. But it was this
26 by 28 foot building which helped
lay the foundation and groundwork
for our current educational system.
In April, 1872, 11 Pennsylvania
German-Dutch families migrated to
Wilson, Kansas. The pioneers, attempting to escape the European
lifestyle of political strife, religious
oppression, war and hunger, had
settled in the eastern United States.
However, working in factories or
mines did not fulfill their expec~a tions of America. It was the open
frontier of gentle rolling plains which
promised to make their dream of ·
homesteads and schools a reality.
Kansas was their golden opportunity.
. Upon arrival in Wilson, the
pioneers' first obligations were to
find shelter and food. Sod, flat rock
and even straw were used to construct houses.
At the same time, the endless
prairie became a massive field of
crops• gently swaying in the Kansas
breeze.
The settlers could now focus their
attention on education. Wilson's first
school was completed in 1873.
However, because no mortar was
used to build the stone structure, it
was alrrioat immediately blown down.
In 1874, the school was replaced.
The Plymouth school district was not
the first district to be formed in this
area, but it was the first school built
on the eastern edge of Russell Coun tv.

Furthermore, it was the first school
built in Plymouth township.
Therefore, the board members John Dellinger, Michael Bolan and
William S. Miller - felt justified in
naming their future one-room school .
Plymouth.

however, that one autumn morning
was most inspiring. The seed of
education in west central Kansas had
been planted.
For- the next 62 years, Plymouth
adequately educated generations of
German-Dutch pioneers. However,

In 1874, the Ger1;11an-Dutch settlers of eastern Russell County built
a stone schoolhouse to meet the educational needs of their children.
In 1979, the building was moved stone by stone to the Fort Hays
State campus.

An acre of land near the center of
the German-Dutch colony was purchased for $25. Soon after, the
pioneers discovered various grades of
limestone beneath the soil just to the
north of the school site. After the
stones had been removed . from the
ground and broken into hand-sized
blocks, they were hauled by wagon to
the location.
Despite a severe grasshopper
plague , the pioneers continued to
push toward their goal: completion
of the school for the fall term.
Their determination to battle the
forces of nature proved rewarding.
One fall morning, the doors of
Plymouth schoolhouse opened.
To parents, who undoubtedly
knew the value of a good ~ducation,
the day was a dream come true. To
25 students, the day marked the
beginning of an opportunity to learn
of the world outside the Kansas
plains. To future generations,

due to the Great Depression, lack of
students, and ' the convenience of
automobile transportation to town
schools, the doors of the modest oneroom school were locked in 1936.
The reality of 11 German-Dutch
families who had educated 150
students for eight years peacefully
stood in a vast wheat field, temporarily ignored. Then, in 1975, an
instructor from Hutchinson Com munity College decided he wanted to
preserve the school by transporting
the building to the college campus.
At the same time, however, Phi Delta_
Kappa of Fort Hays was contemplating a similar project.
Through the efforts of Dr. Allan
Miller, president of Phi Delta Kappa, and Loretta Hirt-Doubrava, a
Plymouth student and current resident of Russell County, this project
was initiated. MoQetary help came
from the Garvey Foundation in
Wichita in the form of a grant and

from the Kaufmaas, who donated
Plymouth School.
.
The rolling terrain and golden
wheat fields which once had engulfed
the one-room limestone school have
been replaced by multi -storied,
multi-roomed buildings. The cries of
ea~er-to-leam youngst~rs have been
replaced by the yells of intellectual
college students. The bold,
rhythmical sound of horses' hooves
and the rumbling of wagon wheels
have been replaced by rumbling
motorcycles and cars.
However, the history which
evolved behind the doors of
Plymouth cannot be replaced. It is
part of our educational heritage.

